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The “Digitisation Doctor”: addressing the digitisation divide

Introduction
The UK has no national strategy for digitisation (Brack, M).
Perhaps that’s a good thing — the idea that something as
complex and variable as digitisation would benefit from a
top-down approach is probably misguided. Unfortunately,
initiatives representing the opposite end of this spectrum
— community solutions shared locally — remain few and
far between. Cloud computing, lower data storage costs and
open access software have put managed digital collections
within the grasp of even the smallest cultural organisations,
but where should they begin, and how should they approach
the many challenges of digitisation? This is the prevailing
climate that gave rise to the idea of running digitisation
workshops for the wider sector at the Wellcome Library.

cloud computing, lower data storage costs and open access software
have put managed digital collections within the grasp of even the
smallest cultural organisations
Over the past three years, the Wellcome Trust has invested
in building library systems infrastructure for digital collections
practically from scratch, as well as tackling issues around
copyright, metadata and the logistics of digitisation itself
(Cookson, C). The one-day “Digitisation Doctor” workshop
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was designed to reflect key aspects of the digitisation
workflow, delivered in 20-minute talks by experts in the
field from around the UK. Time was also allocated to
discussion sessions, whereby attendees could network
and talk informally with the day’s speakers, providing the
opportunity to develop the collaborative structures key to
moving digitisation forward in the sector. Over 70 individuals
attended representing over 50 organisations, including
schools, private clubs, churches and charities, as well as
libraries, archives and museums. This article reflects on some
of the core topics discussed during the day.

none of the talks during the workshop aimed to give any prescriptive
solutions, but rather sought to provide genuine examples and
identify issues worthy of consideration
While the workshop was a free event, attendees
were requested to bring a genuine project to the table
for discussion. Simon Tanner, director of King’s Digital
Consultancy Service, revealed why this was so important in
his opening address: every digitisation project is different
and the answer to any general question about digitisation
projects will be “it depends” (Thornton, E). As such, none of
the talks during the workshop aimed to give any prescriptive
solutions, but rather sought to provide genuine examples
and identify issues worthy of consideration. Even something
apparently sensible such as ‘best practice’ is not what it seems
when it comes to digitisation: best practice in an institution
such as a national library with existing embedded systems
developed over many years, and available funding for further
systems development, is going to be completely different
from a small institution with little funding and possibly no IT
support at all.

Preparing for digitisation
There is one consideration that should stand out as a guiding
light throughout a digitisation project: user access to digital

All images:: Wellcome Library, London

Matthew Brack, Digitisation
Project Manager at the
Wellcome Library, London
introduces the challenges
surrounding digital collections
and reports from the
institution’s recent “Digitisation
Doctor” workshop presented
by experts from around the UK
and delegates from a wide field
including charities, churches and
schools as well as libraries, archives and museums

the digitisation step is perhaps the briefest and most straightforward
of the entire workflow, dwarfed by both the preparation required to
safely deliver physical material to a photographer to be digitised, and
the subsequent management of the digital image
content. If preconceived notions of ‘library’, ‘collections’
and such are taken away, and the bare bones of the issue
examined, digitisation can be seen to be something more
akin to a production process targeting a consumer, or enduser. If that’s the case, then knowing what the end-user
wants is crucial in order to trim unnecessary waste from the
workflow. In industry this is called ‘lean production’, but
in the culture sector the only thing that really needs to be
kept in mind is how to create access in a form useful to the
end-user. This immediately begins to address a number of
the questions that surround digitisation and informs each
and every step of the workflow: what do users want and
how can that be delivered? Most important of all: why is it
that digitisation is even happening in the first place? Thus
the first step when starting a digitisation project is to have a
project vision with a plan, after which the workflow itself is
established (Henshaw, C).
Project management is a useful skill for anyone taking an
active role in a digitisation project, the success of which relies
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on a good appreciation of stakeholder dynamics and how
to match project aims with actual outputs (Jisc). Principally,
the process of digitisation calls up visions of high-tech photo
equipment producing the images that will build the digital
collections to which we aspire. In fact, this step is perhaps
the briefest and most straightforward of the entire workflow,
dwarfed by both the preparation required to safely deliver
physical material to a photographer to be digitised, and the
subsequent management of the digital image. As the first
stage in a digitisation workflow, ‘preparation’ is by far the
most involved step as material is surveyed, selected, gathered
and organised for image capture. How involved, of course,
depends on the project: which collections will be digitised,
from what physical format, and in what quantity?

physical and digital collections each carry their own exclusive value
and require completely different resource considerations in their own
right, particularly when it comes to preservation
In a cultural organisation this inevitably involves
conservation concerns, since the greatest risk to any object is
handling. Perhaps with this in mind, it is widely assumed that
by digitising physical holdings, the original material has been
preserved; in fact, physical and digital collections each carry
their own exclusive value and require completely different
resource considerations in their own right, particularly when
it comes to preservation. Furthermore, institutions often
find that digitising a collection actually leads to an increase
in user demand for the physical originals. If reduced access
to originals is desired, this cannot be an assumed outcome
from digitisation, and cannot be taken lightly – following this
approach to its logical conclusion could potentially lead to a
self-imposed obsolescence for physical holdings (Stauffer, A).
The workshop featured two shorter talks on ‘real-world’
examples of recently completed digitisation. Both identified
a disconnect between the aims of funding bodies and the
needs of digitisation projects along with the organisations
in which they take place. A US survey of library and museum
digitisation projects in 2011 found that on average 50%
of project time was spent on metadata and cataloguing
(Primary Research Group). This is essential for any successful
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without prioritising the user, by the time an institution has managed
to get to grips with its digital collections, user behaviour and
expectation will already have moved on, leaving that digital delivery
redundant
digitisation project, yet generally funding is focused on
the delivery and upkeep of a digital resource rather than
accommodating this necessary preparatory step. Metadata
provision in particular requires clear answers to questions
around user need and expectation.
While metadata is the essence of effective digital content
management, let alone search and discovery, it is extremely

time-consuming to generate. Achieving a balance between
resource allocation and metadata production is a tension
that all digitisation projects face, particularly in smaller
organisations, and this has been the dominant subject of
continuing dialogue with workshop participants in the
months since the workshop. In larger organisations this
tension usually manifests as a choice between low-volume
digitisation with more metadata for a richer user experience
or larger-scale digitisation with lighter metadata attached.
What metadata do users really need and what can realistically
be produced? This is one area of digitisation where standards
can be usefully applied. Consistency across collections
is important, and a standards-based framework such as
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MARC21 or Dublin Core can help to refine and homogenise
metadata input, making it more accurate and efficient.

The challenge of access
Perhaps the best way to appreciate the significance of
good metadata is through the prism of digital preservation.
Without the necessary technical or descriptive metadata,
digital content cannot be accessed; if digital content cannot
be accessed, then that content has no value — it might as
well never have existed. The use of the word ‘preservation’
is also problematic in this context and suffers from an
association with traditional preservation practice in cultural
institutions. One is not really talking about ‘preservation’
when it comes to digital objects, but rather sustainable
access. The reason that simply filing away digital collections
in a ‘proper’ manner, like books on a shelf, and diligently
managing their lifecycle ultimately fails is that it doesn’t
prioritise user access. Without prioritising the user, by the
time an institution has managed to get to grips with its digital
collections, user behaviour and expectation will already have
moved on, leaving that digital delivery redundant (Coyle
& Hillman).

internally, digitisation projects cut across traditional institutional
boundaries and externally, libraries become a mediator as content is
opened up to users anywhere and everywhere
Despite the best intentions of the most forward-thinking
institution, even just granting that access in the first
place is not necessarily straightforward. Copyright law is
lagging behind the needs of today’s economy, in which
digital copying, sharing and collaboration have become
fundamental social and economic activities (Hargreaves,
I). It certainly impedes digitisation: when the British Library
recently sampled books published between 1870 and 2010
it found 43% of potentially in-copyright titles were orphan
works and finally concluded that rights clearance of works on
an item-by-item basis was unworkable in the context of mass
digitisation (Stratton, B). It is important to remember that UK
copyright is held by the creator and not the owner of a work,
making a rights risk assessment essential for most projects,
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with the result that small organisations without legal support
are unlikely to take the risk of digitising orphan works, or
anything else that carries potential copyright risk.
Digital content by its nature encourages users to share and
collaborate, both in their research and daily lives, and a strong
precedent has been set by commercial information providers.
The technology is already there, the potential is clearly there
— so what happens next?
While digitisation and related digital technologies signal a
loss of control from the point of view of traditional intellectual
property legislation, the same is true for libraries themselves
— internally, digitisation projects cut across traditional
institutional boundaries and externally, libraries become
a mediator as content is opened up to users anywhere
and everywhere. Yet it is this very shift towards sharing
and collaboration that is exactly how libraries and other
cultural institutions will overcome these issues: collaborative
structures are critical for digitisation and much else in this
new age of information. These structures have yet to be
properly established in the UK.
Digitisation, and all the related digital development that
it entails, is not something that any one institution can
do alone. Anyone with skills in this area should be doing
outreach; it’s something that we all need to do more of.
There is certainly a need out there, and it is genuinely
surprising to see just how many organisations of all shapes
and sizes are attempting to put their collections online. Yes,
digitisation is an iterative process that needs to be performed
to be understood, but collaboration is the best chance the
sector has to tackle all of the aforementioned challenges —
adequate public funding is not going to materialise.
Digitisation Doctor thus represents the approach of the
Wellcome Library to addressing this issue, and it is anticipated
that more workshops will follow. In the interim, the library
has begun running digitisation ‘open days’ that allow small
groups to spend a morning learning about and discussing
digitisation. Three are running before the end of the year and
are already full.
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The Institution of Civil Engineers launches online image library

The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) was founded in
1818 and is the oldest engineering lnstitution of its type in
the world. The library and archive collections are thought
to contain about 10,000 images of all kinds including
photographs, lithographs and prints and plates from
19th century publications and earlier. Members of the
staff are regularly approached by authors, museums and
TV researchers for a core group of images particularly
portraits and photographs of famous engineers, bridges
and structures.

ICE chose a bespoke system as it was wary of relying on external
support, particularly from countries where there are timezone issues
As a result, the library decided to promote its image
collection online by creating a digital shop window for its
images. For some years a small selection of images had been
marketed in hard copy through a commercial image library
(the Mary Evans Picture Library) and there was an option to
extend this to their online resources. The staff had also looked
at collaborative websites, such as Science and Society, in
the past.
A small working group was set up to develop and launch
an online image library. It began by looking at various other
examples — those of The Guildhall, Science and Society,
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Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the Fire Brigade and the
Ministry of Defence, to name a few. These gave a feel for the
preferred type of site, as well as a long list of features thought
desirable or necessary. Some features such as the ‘send the
image as a postcard’ feature (IMechE) looked attractive but
did not seem reliable.
The working group considered some commercial ‘out of
the box’ products such as Assetbank and Stockbox photo.
However, from experience with the library catalogue system,
it was wary of relying on external support, particularly from
the USA where there are timezone issues. With input from
ICE’s Web Development team, a choice was made to develop
a bespoke system as this would have in-house support and,
most importantly for our Marketing team, could be branded
to echo our main website (www.ice.org.uk). The choice was
only possible because of their in-house skills and knowledge.

Image: supplied by the Institution of Civil Engineers. Shows the Darjeeling and Himalayan railway.
by Sulyard Bernard Cary OC 1944

Carol Morgan, ICE Archivist,
explains how the Institution
of Civil Engineers developed a
bespoke online image library
based on its library and archive
collections of famous engineers,
bridges, structures and other
engineering-related topics.
The site is now live and being
actively marketed.

Software system
The database was created in Microsoft SQL rather than
open source software because the Web Development Team
thought it more secure, upgradable and, crucially, they
had the technical experience to provide support. The site is
hosted on a secure cloud server optimised for images.
Time and care were expended on its development,
especially the back end of the site, future-proofing the
architecture of the system to accommodate all the desires
and wishes of the working group. These elements aren’t yet
necessarily noticeable from the front end or user interface.
The cataloguing facility has been made as flexible as possible
to allow, for example, for input of dates in many forms (date
ranges, use of circa). The images are directly tagged to speed
up the search facility.
One of the original aims was to be able to sell images
online and so increase the stream of revenue from them. In
the end, the group decided not to implement ecommerce
on the site from the launch because of the complexity
of the pricing structure and the need to retain flexibility.

the collections contain about 10,000 images of all kinds including
photographs, lithographs and prints and plates from 19th century
publications and earlier
Prices are different for members and non-members, ICE and
non-ICE use, commercial and non-commercial use. Also,
the initial search and contact could open a dialogue about
other useful images while the postponement allowed the
staff time to build up the digital offering. However, the
ecommerce option has been built into the site in case it is
needed in the future.
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duplicates. Many of them did not have complete, or in some
cases, any properties fields (used to record information about
the image) and in hindsight it would probably have been
better to have started again from scratch as much time was
wasted trying to identify the source images.

Arrangement and cataloguing
The ICE main website has knowledge topic areas that lent
themselves nicely to image categories. To avoid too many, a
selection of five topics was made:
•
Ground engineering
•
Maritime
•
Structures and buildings
•
Transport
•
Water.
In addition, a category of ‘people’ was included because of
the wealth of images ICE possessed of that type.

Images and scanning
The Web Development team were keen on high quality
images, scanned as 600dpi TIFF files. However, some of the
staff computers had problems handling very large images
and several of the TIFF images already produced were
30-40 MB. It would have been possible to compress or zip
them, or even to use a third party file transfer company, but
the majority of our customers are happy with 300dpi JPEGs.
The more sensible option appeared to be to scan images
as 600dpi JPEGs, suitable for most uses, rather than attempt
to store all of them as large files. Special requirements could
be met as they arose. The library and archives have three
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flatbed scanners, one of which also scans negatives and
transparencies.

experience showed it’s vital to include as much detail as possible
about the source of the image
Several thousand scanned images already existed, created
for a variety of purposes and of varying quality, with a lot of
duplication. These were stored across the group’s computers.
The staff selected images over 1 or 2 MB as potential
candidates for uploading in the first batch, removing the

Even with so few categories there was some debate over,
for example, whether a railway viaduct should go under
structures or transport. The database allows multiple tags to
be added to avoid this problem. We also categorise images by
collection (Presidents’ portraits, Telford collection).
Previous experience of researchers requesting the source
of an image, found on another organisation’s database,
had taught the staff the vital need for as much detail about
the source as possible to be included. Although there is
the possibility a potential purchaser may find the image
elsewhere once they know the source, the feeling was that
this was outweighed by the usefulness when referencing
images. Perhaps this reflects an academic rather than
commercial background.

Promotion
Whilst the image library was being created the library set
up a Pinterest account. At the time, this was an under-used
resource and even now the majority of libraries using the site
appear to be American public libraries.
The advantage of Pinterest is that it allows promotion not
only of the image library but also other aspects of the ICE
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beyond the library, for example, its rooms for hire. Many of
the boards set up can be used to link to the image database.
They include famous engineers and anniversaries, as well as
the obvious prints and drawings and photographs.
A few weeks before the launch date, the Communications
Department produced a marketing email targeted at
television production companies while the library team have
tweeted and promoted the site through the ICE Facebook
page. The site has been promoted through the Archivists
mailing list and magazines and eNewsletters aimed at ICE
members. A display of hard copy scanned images has been
set up in an exhibition case and paper bookmarks produced
including the website details.

Where we are now
For customers, ICE has a working website which looks
attractive and has received many compliments. Behind
the scenes there is still work to be done as the extensive
development has resulted in a delay to the delivery of
a content management system. Images are currently
catalogued and stored ready to be uploaded once a month
by our e-services team.
This is not ideal as it slows down uploading of images and
removes the spontaneity of being able to add images linked
to, say, an anniversary which could be tweeted. The decision
to have a checking process to maintain quality control of the
images and cataloguing prior to uploading has also slowed
down the process. Marketing opportunities are being lost in
this way.

The future
As mentioned, the image library has been future-proofed. The
technology is in place for including ecommerce, a lightbox
facility, the capability to link to the ICE website through the
members’ portal and to create a mobile friendly interface.
However, in the short term the priority is to increase the
number of images and increase marketing opportunities.
Carol can be contacted on Carol.Morgan@ice.org.uk
http://ice-imagelibrary.com/
http://pinterest.com/icelibrary/
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Digimap: feeding the demand for maps & geospatial data

EDINA is a national data centre based at the University of
Edinburgh, funded by Jisc (previously the Joint information
Systems Committee) to provide online services to higher
and further education. Digimap is one of their flagship
services with 310 institutional subscriptions and over
60,000 active users across four data collections. Universities
pay a subscription for each collection and then access
is then free at the point of use for staff and students.
Registration is required on an individual basis and once
logged in users can view maps online or to download maps
and raw data for more detailed analysis.
Maps and spatial data have become ubiquitous across all
subject areas with the rise in popularity of Google Maps,
Sat Navs and other similar technologies driving more and
more innovative uses. These technologies also shifted the
focus away from paper maps to digital formats. Digimap
arrived in time to feed the growing demand for digital
maps and spatial data, initially mainly in geography and
other geoscience departments. However, other subjects
quickly picked up on the availability of the maps; architects
were particularly keen on the most detailed mapping, vital
for their site plans.
Any students venturing out on field trips, such as
biologists and ecologists also had an instant use for
the maps, and with the increasing availability of GIS
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Image: Digimap for Schools. — image courtesy of Ordnance Survey.

Tom Armitage and Carol Blackwood
explain how EDINA’s Digimap has been
providing maps, and the raw data
to create maps and
perform spatial analysis,
to the tertiary education
sector since 2000. In 2008 Ordnance
Survey approached the team at EDINA
to create a version of Digimap aimed at
schools to replace their “Free Maps for
Schools” programme

Digimap arrived in time to feed the growing demand for digital
maps and spatial data
(Geographical Information Systems) software, were soon
undertaking spatial analysis with the spatial data on
offer. Other subjects such as epidemiology and social
sciences make a great deal of use of the boundary data,
such as postcodes and other administrative units, from
Digimap and the UK Data Service Census Support (formerly
UKBORDERS), another EDINA-provided service. These
boundaries along with backdrop mapping, census statistics

and other survey data form the basis of the myriad maps
we see in the news highlighting the spatial inequalities of
our society.
Digimap has proved so popular because it has four
key collections of data used in academia all available in
one place. EDINA curates these data collections, keeping
them up-to-date, providing support material and making
sure they are available to users 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year. This represents a huge cost saving for institutions,
specifically their libraries, which can now provide a wide
range of maps and data for the price of the subscriptions.
The four collections found in Digimap are Ordnance Survey,
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Geology, Historic and Marine.

Ordnance Survey

Image: Courtesy of EDINA

The Ordnance Survey Collection contains most of the map
and data products that Ordnance Survey has to offer. To
provide the most comprehensive service possible, Digimap
contains both the licensed data products and those available
as OpenData. OS OpenData is free but often more difficult
to manage once downloaded; Digimap takes the hard work
out of OpenData by cutting it up into usable sized pieces and
software friendly formats.
The key licensed dataset is OS MasterMap®, the most
detailed national coverage mapping product in the world.
This dataset alone has a value of over £4.5million and is
vital to anyone studying areas of the UK in detail. One of the
most common uses of the data is for architecture; however,
students and researchers have been using OS MasterMap for
projects as diverse as measuring access to green space for
health studies to flood analysis. When viewing maps online,
users benefit from the years of cartographic experience that
EDINA’s staff have.
Digimap has won plaudits from Ordnance Survey
themselves for their quality and clarity of their maps. There is
also a large amount of support material for those who want
to download the raw data, allowing them to unlock the full
potential of the spatial information.

Historic Digimap
Historic Digimap provides access to over 150 years of
Ordnance Survey paper mapping, all digitally scanned and
merged into continuous mapping for the UK. The historic
mapping service allows users to view maps by the decade
and also compare the same area at two different points in
time. This data is invaluable for students doing longitudinal
studies of areas, and is also a valuable source of information
that has been lost from contemporary maps.
Archaeologists pore over the historic maps looking for hill
forts and ancient remains that are no longer marked on the
contemporary maps, erased by industry, housing or simply
time itself.
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Geology Digimap

Marine Digimap

Geology Digimap provides access to the key national
datasets from the British Geological Survey. This currently
contains the three onshore geological mapping products at
1:50,000, 1:250,000 and 1:625,000 scales, and the 1:250,000
scale offshore data. Geology data is vital information for civil
engineers and ecologists as well as earth scientists. Offshore
geology data has always been essential for the petroleum
industry but the data is also needed for the renewable energy
industries and the monitoring of coastal erosion.

Marine Digimap is the newest data collection, added in 2007.
The service provides access to Hydrographic Charts and a
marine mapping dataset called HydroSpatial™. These datasets
are at the forefront of marine research, providing data on
habitats, tidal flows, bathymetry and infrastructure out at sea.
While this service has been taken up by the academic
institutions driving research into marine renewable energy
and oceanographic science, one of the more fascinating
features for the lay person is the extensive information on
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wrecks. The wrecks data shows the location of thousands
of shipwrecks around the coast of Great Britain, many with
information on the date and cause of sinking and how safe
they are.

Digimap for schools

Image: Courtesy of David Green, Birmingham Institute of Art and Design

In addition to providing Digimap for HE/FE, since 2010
EDINA has, in collaboration with Ordnance Survey and Jisc
Collections, provided a digital online mapping service for
primary and secondary schools. Digimap for Schools provides
quick and easy access to Ordnance Survey mapping at a wide
range of scales, from GB-wide and national views, right down
to detailed building level mapping using OS MasterMap
Topography data.
The service is available to individual schools via an annual
subscription and is the definitive place for them to access
up to date, comprehensive digital OS mapping. Moving
from paper to digital enables teachers to engage pupils from
an early age with OS mapping using fun and interactive
technology. An online service means that schools do not
have to purchase, store and manage paper or digital map
collections. They simply log into Digimap for Schools and the
data is at their fingertips.

subjects such as epidemiology and social sciences make a great
deal of use of the boundary data, such as postcodes and other
administrative units, from Digimap and the UK Data Service Census
Support (formerly UKBORDERS)
In addition to the mapping available, a number of tools
provide extra functionality. Annotation tools enable pupils to
add their own point markers, text, lines and areas to the maps
and create their own personalised map. Younger pupils use
these tools to mark places important to them on the map,
such as their home, school, the library and granny’s house.
Using the annotation tools, they can then plot their route
between these locations and explore through the maps,
what they see on the way, learning about symbols, scale and
generalisation in a simple context.
Older pupils use these tools to map features of a river basin,
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glaciation, tourism and to map their own survey data such
as pedestrian counts and species counts. The options are
endless; teachers and pupils are continually coming up with
innovative ways to use the maps. Measurement and grid
referencing tools allow pupils to query the maps to measure
distances, areas and find the grid reference for any point
on the map. Save and print options mean that any maps
created on screen can be saved for later use or printable file
generated to make a hardcopy or insert into a document.
Digimap for Schools has proven to be extremely popular

with a wide age range of pupils, as well as their teachers. As
the service grows, EDINA hopes that in the future young
people will come through school and on to university
or college using Digimap for Schools and then Digimap
throughout their education.
The authors can be contacted on tom.armitage@ed.ac.uk and
carol.blackwood@ed.ac.uk
http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/webhelp/resources/index.html
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Bringing the history of Paris alive with 3D visualisation
After years of meticulous
research teams of
archaeologist, historians and 3D
experts have created the Paris
3D Saga, an accurate digital
replica of Paris from pre-history
to the present. Modelling and
simulation technology allows
accurate digital recreation,
preservation and time travel
access to Paris. Mehdi Tayoubi
of Dassault Systèmes tells us more
History comes alive in 3D
Image: Dassault Systèmes - the Louvre

The city of Paris has been digitised and 2,000 years of
its history can now be experienced in 3D on a variety of
formats including an iPad, the internet, in a multiprojector
environment that blurs the distinction between reality and
simulation, and as an augmented reality (AR) book.

the 3DExperience modelling and simulation technology allows
accurate digital recreation, preservation and time travel access to
Paris and its monuments including ones that no longer exist such as
the thermal baths at Cluny and The Bastille
The company behind the project is Europe’s second
largest software company Dassault Systèmes. Their
software is used by more than 15,000 organisations around
the world to generate 3D experiences for people at work,
study or leisure. The software is used in 12 industries
from aerospace, fashion, consumer goods, automotive,
ship and yacht building to life sciences, architecture and
city planning. The company specialises in 3D that allows
product developers and their customers to digitally
experience their products before they are physically made.
Dassault Systèmes wanted to show what its technology
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could do in a way that required no technical knowledge
and is fun. Their 3DExperience modelling and simulation
technology allows accurate digital recreation, preservation
and time travel access to Paris and its monuments including
ones that no longer exist such as the thermal baths at Cluny
and The Bastille.
To achieve this, teams of specialists working continuously
for several years manually digitised and modellised
historical data. 2D material such as glass plate photographs,
architectural drawings, oil paintings and documents were
modeled and accurately textured using 3DExperience
software. The same software that is used by thousands of

companies to design develop and simulate products was
used in this process. Some artifacts were scanned with 3D
scanners to form the basis of fully rendered models. The
company’s animation engine technology brings the models
to life while other elements of the 3DExperience platform
enable realistic lighting, geographical and architectural
environments, and the effects of weather.

The saga begins
Making Paris 3D available across multiple platforms plays to
their strengths and demonstrates how a single source of 3D
data can be used and managed across diverse technologies.
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In 2012, through a collaboration with historians and
archeologists specialising in the study of Paris, teams
from Passion for Innovation rebuilt Paris in 3D at different
moments of its history. This reconstruction has given rise to
an internet site (paris.3ds.com), an iPad app that has been
rated as among the best educational apps, a coproduction
with Canal+ of five films on the history
of Paris, and an illustrated book, Paris, La ville à remonter le
temps, published by Flammarion.
The site and app enable you to visit, notably, the baths
and arenas of the Roman city of Lutetia, the site of NotreDame in the course of construction, the Louvre of Charles V,
and the World’s Fair of 1889. The aim is scientific but also
sensory and emotional, with virtual reality offering an
extraordinary experience of being immersed in a period
in time.

Dassault Systèmes aims to develop virtual worlds to
improve the real world. “This is the first time we have
a digital model of Paris, and this virtual model is a big
advantage over what we’d had in the past,” says Mehdi
Tayoubi, VP of design and experimental strategy at Dassault
Systèmes. “It can be adapted as archeologists make new
discoveries. It’s a kind of living world; we’re going to add
other monuments, make other representations.”
Adding data evolves history and furthers professional,
academic and cultural interest. It allows anyone to connect.
The public can become expert; ask new questions. The
company has putting culture at the forefront of a business
to better serve society’s needs.
Requests have been received from several other cities
to create virtual reality versions of their histories, set up in
museums and to add a new dimension to mobile apps.
“Virtual reality is a new way to connect and innovate, for
research and education, and for cultural exploration by the
general public,” Mehdi adds.
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Image: Shows the augmented reality Paris 3D book ‘Paris, the Great Saga’ by Didier Busson
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The truth about the Bastille

Image: Dassault Systèmes - La Bastille

One revealing aspect of the project has been the historical
reality of the Bastille. Paintings of the Bastille always
show a massive dominating structure towering over the
city and its revolutionary inhabitants. 21st century 3D
modelling software delivers a completely accurate picture
of the Bastille that is considerably smaller than previously
imagined.
Other examples of historical buildings are well displayed
on the Paris 3D Saga iPad app. It lets people compare
ancient sites with current views by wiping the screen
to reveal the past and the present. The app also has
informative films and historic scenes that can be panned
and rotated in 3D. A series of documentary films has been
made that used the digitised Paris that Dassault Systemes
created. The director was able to ‘fly’ through Paris
capturing historic scenes using a joystick as though it was
a camera.
One of the most impressively immersive ways to
experience the digitised city is in a multi projector cave.
The 3D data is re-coded for export to this display format as
for the others. Using stereoscopic glasses that adjust the
perspective as you move bridges the gap between virtual
and reality. This level of immersion brings the data to life.

Digital cities around the world
In addition to developing the Paris and Giza 3D experiences
Dassault Systèmes is working in partnership with major
cities around the world. The company has formed
partnerships with energy, water conservation, and city
planning and waste management companies in many
countries.
They use the 3D Experience Platform to model and
realistically simulate current and future situations that show
how the city looks now and how it will be in 30 years time.
They can see the impact of past decisions and how today’s
choices will impact tomorrow’s habitation, pollution and
waste management, transportation and technological
provision. All services are included and planners have the
ability to realistically simulate the complete urban picture.
3D Experience mitigates planning risk by allowing many
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more factors and greater breadth and depth of detail
to be considered. This precision vision can also digitally
demonstrate the effects of potential natural disasters and
assist in the development of more effective and betterunderstood plans for the future.
Paris 3D: http://paris.3ds.com/en-index.html#Heritage
Find out about how the 3DExperience enhances our

understanding of ancient Egypt by reading the article ‘The
mystery of the pyramids revealed in three dimensions’ in MmIT
Journal Volume 38 Issue 3 (August 2012) or visit:
http://giza3d.3ds.com/#discover
Read more about augmented reality in Jon Fletcher’s article
`Augmented Reality: Is It Really Fit For Your Purposes’? in MmIT
Journal Volume 38 Issue 3 (August 2012). Back copies of the
journal are available from the editor.
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The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) takes to the digital stage
Linda Wakeman of Mag+
provides an insight into
the V&A’s moves towards
digital publishing and apps
and how they appeal to new
and existing audiences. A
video on the new iPad app is
available here: www.youtube.
com/watch?feature=player_
embedded&v=-IZIg1QBWMg.
The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) has been a favourite
UK attraction since 1852, when it was founded on the
principles of making works of art available to all, educating
working people and inspiring British designers and
manufacturers. The clarity of its purpose has ensured the
London Museum’s lasting popularity; with over 3 million
visitors flocking to see the V&A collections over the last year.

a V&A app would provide different content to appeal to a wide
audience of digital consumers that was different to — but would
also complement — a traditional newsletter or exhibition
Many of the museum’s artefacts have international
significance, spanning from pop culture and fashion to
architecture and sculpture. But while the V&A has always
offered something for everyone, advances in digital
technologies and ubiquitous, quality mobile devices have
now created new opportunities for museum curators to share
the collections. Like many in the museum industry, the V&A
has begun to construct its future as a multiplatform brand,
both extending the scope of content it can affordably make
available, and providing new ways for existing and new
audiences to engage.
Tasked with helping to realise this future, Malcolm
Sutherland joined the V&A in 2010, with a responsibility for
digital projects and apps.
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Strategy
When it comes to digital publishing, the V&A has to maintain
a delicate balance between its traditional audience who
prefer to see information in print and those who may consider
viewing content within an app.

ubiquitous, quality mobile devices have now created new
opportunities for museum curators to share their collections
It was seen that a V&A app would provide different content
to appeal to a wide audience of digital consumers that was
different to — but would also complement — a traditional
newsletter or exhibition experience.
Once this direction had been established, Sutherland was
able to discuss with Mag+ what the V&A was looking for from
the digital publishing platform Mag+.

Test first: The V&A calendar
In February 2012 the V&A released an exhibition calendar
app using Mag+. The format, although simple, proved that an
app could be at once a popular and cost-effective resource
for the Museum to produce. It also gave the opportunity
to gather user feedback, for instance the tap navigation
wasn’t something that was intuitive for the test groups, who
preferred simple scrolling. It also revealed that users wanted
more content available on tablets, hinting at a welcome
audience for future apps.
The calendar app is free and has been downloaded over
16,000 times to date — also storming into iTunes’ top 5 free
lifestyle apps for iPad.
The introduction of the calendar app actually helped
to solve an information architecture problem. It was also
successfully used internally within the museum, acting
as a useful reference for the exhibition schedules, events
and workshops. The daily tours, for example, are now
reformatted from the calendar app for display on the public
messaging screens.

Played in Britain: Modern Theatre in 100 Plays
For Sutherland and the team, curator Dr Kate Dorney and
designer Az Mohammad, attention then turned to developing
Played in Britain: Modern Theatre in 100 Plays. This tablet app
was designed to highlight the immensely rich, archive of
theatrical photos and materials within the V&A’s Theatre and
Performance department,.
The resulting app, released in December 2012, showcases
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also provided the V&A with an unobstructed way to really
show off the 600+ photos in the app. The photographs can be
enlarged, contextualised and viewed without borders.
With all this content, the size of the app was a challenge,
but Mag+’s support team was able to reduce the 2GB app by
over two thirds to 780MB.
The determination to make Played in Britain: Modern Theatre
in 100 Plays exceptional value and quality has resulted in a
hugely satisfying app for users. It retails at £7.99.

Impact on V&A
For the app to reach its full potential, the Mag+ team worked
closely with the V&A. Although outsourcing the process
entirely is now something that Mag+ offers as a separate
service, the V&A preferred to handle the process internally,
and the in-house team of three remained the same, with a
lead curator, strategist and designer.

Looking Forward

the wide variety and volume of content Mag+ can
incorporate into an app, with over 600 images, videos, audio,
original script extracts, essays, cast lists, first night reviews
and interviews. It also uses audio clips throughout and is
introduced and narrated by actor Simon Callow, a star of one
of the featured plays.
The photographs span productions from 1945 to 2010
and although five of the 100 plays were not actually made in
Britain, Britain heavily influenced their content or success. The
app also includes many images from the archive of Douglas H
Jeffery — who was a prolific theatre photographer between
1955 and 2008 — acquired recently by the museum, as well
as a number of other archived collections.
Mag+’s optional double text layer and borderless layouts
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In his introduction, Simon Callow praises the app as
“something that you can enjoy at your own pace, wherever
in the world you are”. This illustrates perfectly how apps can
benefit the V&A, opening up the museum’s archives to a
global audience.
The museum plans to further diversify its offering of
digital apps and having just updated its calendar app in
February 2013, is still experimenting and evolving new
content.
The V&A is the world’s leading museum of art and design
with collections unrivalled in their scope and diversity. It
was established to make works of art available to all and to
inspire British designers and manufacturers. Today, the V&A’s
collections, which span over 2000 years of human creativity
in virtually every medium and from many parts of the world,
continue to intrigue, inspire and inform. www.vam.ac.uk
Mag+ (www.magplus.com) is a complete digital-publishing
ecosystem comprising a plug-in for InDesign CS4-CS6, a
powerful web-based backend, and white-labelled reader apps
for iOS, Android and Kindle devices. It gives users the fastest,

simplest publishing platform to create content optimised for
touchscreen devices, without the need for programming skills.
From publishers to catalogue marketers, design agencies and
app developers, Mag+ is designed for anyone who wants to
bring beautiful, immersive content to the millions using the new
generation of digital devices.
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Creating a digital archive of the Rothschild Reserves
‘geological interest’. By 1915 they had compiled a list of 284
sites ‘worthy of preservation’, known today as ‘the Rothschild
Reserves’.
Many of the sites on Rothschild’s list will be familiar to
naturalists today: the groves of wild box trees on Box Hill in
Surrey; the Farne Islands off the coast of Northumberland;

Woodwalton Fen near Peterborough (bought by Rothschild
in 1910 and one of the UK’s oldest nature reserves); the
seabird island of Bass Rock in the Firth of Forth; Ben

preserving Britain’s finest wildlife sites as protected nature reserves

What marked Rothschild’s vision out as something new
and special was his focus on protecting places for wildlife.
Until then conservation had focused almost exclusively
on protecting species from persecution or over-zealous
collectors. Rothschild saw that to preserve the country’s
wildlife, the places it lived in needed to be safeguarded: the
woods, fens, meadows and heaths that were vanishing from
the landscape of Britain.
The Society’s initial
aim was to create a list of
Britain’s finest wildlife sites
for potential purchase as
protected nature reserves.
Three years of information
gathering followed, the
first-ever national survey
of wildlife sites, in England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland.
Rothschild and his colleagues
were looking for the
‘breeding-places of scarce
creatures’, the ‘localities of
scarce plants’ and areas of
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Image: Woodwalton Fen 1935, one of the oldest of the Rothschild Reserves

Image: Shows Charles Rothschild

Adam Cormack explains the
history of The Wildlife Trusts
and its development. 100
years ago, in May 1912, the
banker and naturalist Charles
Rothschild founded the ‘Society
for the Promotion of Nature
Reserves’, later to become The
Wildlife Trusts. Rothschild’s
new organisation was formed in
reaction to what he saw as the widespread destruction
of Britain’s wild places, as the country industrialised and
land management intensified
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Lawers in Scotland, renowned for its rare
alpine wildflowers; the shingle coastline at
Dungeness in Kent; and the archipelago of St
Kilda far out in the north west Atlantic.
For each of the 284 sites there were papers,
maps and correspondence between Rothschild
and landowners and land agents as the Society
sought to acquire or safeguard the sites
somehow. The documents relating to each
of the sites were kept in blue linen envelopes
(belonging to the Rothschild bank) and stored
in a large wooden filing box. The documents
have remained stored in this way for almost a
century, occasionally moving offices and once
or twice being unearthed by writers working
on books or research projects.

work undertaken a hundred years ago is now just a
click or two away for anyone to access
This year Rothschild’s Society — now
known as The Wildlife Trusts — has been
celebrating its centenary, marking 100 years
of Rothschild’s vision for protecting places for
wildlife. As part of our work to commemorate
the organisation’s early work we wanted
to give greater public access to the archive
by digitising it and making it available to a
wider audience. Although detail is patchy on
some of the sites, this is still one of the UK’s
best records of the state of British nature in
the early twentieth century, and a valuable
benchmark to measure progress in nature
conservation.

Digitisation on a small, charity budget
First we arranged for a company to scan the
several thousand paper documents. Once this
was complete and the digital files had been
returned to us we considered our options for
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publishing them online. We could add them to
pages on our website as a bottom-of-the-page
attachment or as a hyperlink with a right click PDF
download. But after 100 years locked away we
wanted to make more of the materials and ensure
they really saw the light of the day, a link on a
webpage didn’t really do them justice.
We looked at several companies offering digital
self-publishing services and eventually decided to
use a company called issuu. We then used simple
PDF creation software to generate PDFs for each
of the sites, giving them a generic cover design to
create some uniformity and visual consistency.
We uploaded the PDFs to issuu whose software
then created PDF flipbooks for each site that we
could embed on our website. The end result was
a slick-looking but very cheap way of presenting
the archive documents on our website, making
them easy to read and also making it easy for us to
share them with third parties via the embed codes
provided by issuu.
We’ve already had several enquiries from
researchers and students and it’s great to know
that all that work undertaken a hundred years
ago is now just a click or two away for anyone who
is interested.
The Society published Rothschild’s list of sites
in 1915 and handed this over to the government.
However, it wasn’t until 1949 that the Government
introduced legislation for protecting wildlife sites.
Although some sites have been lost, around three
quarters of the ‘Rothschild Reserves’ sites are
protected for nature today — a remarkable living
legacy.
The archive is available at:
http://wildlifetrusts.org/rothschildreserves
More on the history of The Wildlife Trusts is at:
http://wildlifetrusts.org/100
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Image: Map shows the Rothschild Reserves in 1915

Britain’s first list of wildlife sites... now digitised
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Rebekkah Abraham, Historypin’s
content manager, explains
how the resource aims to bring
people together all over the
world, from across families,
communities and different
generations, to see & share their
history in a new way
Everyone has history to share,
some of it stretching back over decades, passed down and
added to over many generations. Some of it saved up in
dusty boxes of old photos under the bed. Some of it in piles
of Betamax tapes and audio cassette recordings. Lots of it
buried in memories and old stories. On top of this, there
are millions of archives around the world with incredible
collections of local and national history. Historypin sets out
to make all this invaluable material the subject of massparticipation — to allow millions of people to see the world
through the amazing lens it provides.
The main hub of the project is www.historypin.com which
allows users to upload photos, videos, audio recordings, and
stories and pin them to a particular date and time on the
Historypin map of the world. Street
level images and videos can be also
be overlaid onto Google Maps Street
View for a fascinating and nostalgic
then-and-now juxtaposition. Content

the free smartphone app: become
immersed in the history around you
can be curated into Collections and
strung together into Tours, creating
fresh interpretations and new
narratives.
Through the free Historypin
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smartphone app
(available for iPhone
and Android devices),
you can become
immersed in the
history of your current
location, submit a
photo or view Tours
and Collections on
the go. With the
Augmented Reality
feature you can view
historical photos
layered over the
current street scene
and take a Historypin
Repeat: a photo of the
contemporary scene
that matches the
historical photograph.
Historypin has been
created by We Are
What We Do, a not-forprofit organisation that
puts things into the world that will benefit communities and
societies and we strongly believe that history has a unique
power to do this. We have seen again and again what can be
achieved when people come together around the history of
their streets and we want to multiply all that everywhere.
So far 200,000 pieces of content have been pinned by
individuals, community groups and historical organisations
from across the globe. Over 500 historical organisations are
using Historypin to map, share and encourage participation
with their content, from local history groups through to
national collections. This mashup of archival and personal
content creates an exciting tapestry of photos and stories
to explore. Many archival images have been enriched by

Image: Bomb damage to the Old Bailey, London, c.1940-1941 shared by Mirrorpix

Opening up historical collections with Historypin

personal stories. One photo pinned by a newspaper archive
that shows the arrest of anti-Vietnam War protestors
had this personal account added by Barbara Roberts: “I
was there. Why is there no mention of the number of
demonstrators who were injured? I was kicked and beaten
by the police. My clothes were torn, and I was bleeding from
my head. The violence stopped after I heard a policeman
shout: ‘My God, it’s a woman you’re beating.’”
Through Local Projects we take Historypin directly into
neighbourhoods and communities. Last year we ran Pinning
Reading’s History which invited everyone in the town of
Reading, UK to dig out and pin their photographs and
stories. The hub of the project was an interactive exhibition
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at Reading Museum which provided a drop-in space for
people to come and pin their history and explore what had
been shared by others. A team of volunteers and champions
took the project out into the town, running activities and
events in schools, care homes and community centres to
discover unknown photos and capture untold stories. Over
4,000 pieces of content were uploaded and the project had
a real impact on many of the participants: “I feel as though
I’ve learnt so much more about Reading. I’ve lived here all
my life but having used Historypin I feel more connected
with the place and the people.”
The inspiration for Historypin is the rich potential of
personal and local history to start conversations and
build stronger communities, so we love hearing about
the ways that people have integrated Historypin into
their own programmes. Teachers, community groups and
historical organisations have been using Historypin in
creative and innovative ways with their local communities.
Skipton Library, Yorkshire, UK and West Hartford Library,
Connecticut, USA both run regular Historypinning
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Photograph: Two Reading locals look at what has been pinned so far

Image: Arkansas History Centre’s Channel embedded on their centenary website

digital history mash-ups

workshops, inviting locals to bring in their photographs to
be scanned and pinned.

over 200,000 pieces of content have been pinned so far and over
500 historical associations are using the resource whilst a project in
Reading resulted in 4,000 pieces of content being uploaded
Other historical organisations have incorporated
Historypin into their public history events and digital
projects. As part of the Auckland Heritage Festival, Auckland
Libraries created a Tour to transport people to travel back to
1912 to walk in the footsteps of Sir John Logan, the ‘father
of Auckland’. Over in Arkansas, USA the History Centre
pinned 100 photos and audio clips as part of the centenary
celebrations for Winthrop Rockefeller, Governor of Arkansas.
Using the Historypin embed tool they embedded their
mapped content, Tours and Collections into their own
website so the content could be explored in the context of
their wider centenary programme.

Over the next year we’ll be developing more new tools
that enable people to piece together the histories of their
area. In particular we will be piloting crowdsourcing tools
that enable Historypinners to collaborate to solve the many
mysteries buried in a photo and identify the who, what,
where and when of historical content. These tools will
offer exciting opportunities for individual and institutional
collections to be enriched with valuable location, date and
contextual data that possibly only people with local or
specialist knowledge can contribute. With more ways to
contribute and participate, Historypin will continue to be
a space where diverse audiences can collaborate to share,
explore and create histories of their neighbourhoods.
To get started sharing your collections and stories,
visit www.historypin.com.
For more information about Historypin and working with us,
contact Rebekkah Abraham:
rebekkah.abraham@wearewhatwedo.org
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Advice from those most active in
collection development in the UK

This book is divided into four parts:
the concept and practice of collection
development, trends in the development
of e-resources, trends in library supply, and
making and keeping your collection effective.
The format is typical for edited collections,
with an editorial introduction at the
beginning to the various contributions.

the shift to online demands new skills such as
statistical interpretation & authentication issues

By Fieldhouse, M and Marshall, A.
London, UK: Facet Publishing; 2012.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-746-3
Price: £49.95;
price to CILIP members: £39.96
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Sheila Corrall starts with an historic
overview, to set the scene for the digital
developments discussed in later chapters.
She sets out the debates over collection
development versus collection management
(inherently different or actually much the
same), ownership versus stewardship,
and selection based on value rather than
demand. Like the editors, she ends up sitting
on the fence with questions for reflection by
the reader. I suppose this is intended to be
a student text, but I believe the book would
be a more interesting read if there had been
more transparent debate. It isn’t that there
are no contrary views expressed, but these
are not highlighted to any great extent. Bland
editing is a common problem in library and
information science books but why should
the reader do all the work? (Unless the
questions for reflection at the end of chapters
are meant to be a fund of useful exam or
essay questions.)
Chapter 2 by Maggie Fieldhouse
discusses some of the tactical aspects of
collection management, with an overview
of the relevant literature on selection,
acquisition and some directions to work
on budgeting models. It is a pity that none
of the contributions covered budgeting in

depth, given the current economic climate.
The chapter gives useful pointers on serials
management and cooperative purchasing
(David Ball goes into more detail on
procurement in a later chapter).
David House (Chapter 3) provides an
overview of e-resources in UK higher and
further education from the publication of
the Follett report onwards, with some of the
relevant JISC projects mentioned as might be
expected from a contributor who chairs JISC
collections. Jane Harvell (Chapter 4) provides
the academic library manager perspective on
supporting online journals. She also discusses
how the shift to online has demanded new
skills such as licence reading, statistical
interpretation, and authentication issues, as
well developing new roles for supporting
research. Terry Bucknell (Chapter 5) focuses
on electronic books, detailing development
and evaluation at the University of Liverpool
(mostly around experience with Academic
Complete). He discusses the modelling of
Patron-Driven Acquisition and points out
some of the pitfalls. For public libraries, the
e-book challenges are a little different as
Martin Palmer (Chapter 6) describes in an
account of Essex Libraries’ experience with
OverDrive and ebrary. The variety of different
eBook readers, and the complication (for
downloads) of Digital Rights Management
software used means that the availability
of the collection depends on which library
supplier is used and the type of device
owned by the user.
Bradley Daigle (Chapter 7) distinguishes
preservation from stewardship
and persistence, setting out some
recommendations for successful stewardship
(which include metadata, needless to say).
First of all material has to be procured and
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questions at the end of the chapters could be used
for reflection, exam or essay questions
David Ball (Chapter 8) provides advice on
managing suppliers and the role of library
consortia. One of the more interesting
sections of this chapter is the discussion
of the need for competition in the market.
Another point concerns the future role
of the academic librarian in creation and
maintenance of in-house resources (rather
than providing access to external resources).
One of the more interesting chapters for
me was the discussion of outsourcing in
public libraries by Diana Edmonds in Chapter
9. This explained how library suppliers
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the killer issue: price and level of discounts
Another interesting chapter is Chapter
10, on open access by David Brown. This
examines the implications of the various
colours of open access (grey, green and gold
and hybrid) and considers (all too briefly)
the economics of open access publishing.
The chapter doesn’t cover the citation
advantages (or not) but that would have
been useful as it is the type of information
which collection managers need to have
at their fingertips if they are to persuade
academics of the delights of contributing
to institutional repositories. Josh Brown
(Chapter 11) discusses some of practicalities
of managing repositories, including how to
grow a repository through easy deposit and
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copyright control for e-theses. Perhaps a
repository can be both library and showcase
but there are challenges.
Part 4 of the book covers some practical
aspects of collection management. Wendy
Shaw in Chapter 12 describes the traditional
collection development policy: theoretically
elegant but often the practicalities of
space are the prime motives, at least in
my experience. Tracy Mitrano and Karrie
Peterson (Chapter 13) describe several
ways of bringing the user to the collections
(a refreshing change to the philosophy
of we-built-it-so-you-should-use-it) and
emphasise the need for collection librarians
to collaborate with information literacy
instructors. Ruth Stubbings (Chapter 14)

continues this theme with further discussion
of information literacy and the various
models for information literacy and iSkills.

open access is available in a choice of colours: grey,
green, gold, hybrid....
There is some, but limited, consideration
of the research that queries whether these
models reflect reality. In the final chapter, Jill
Fairclough presents a case study of collection
development and engagement at a newly
created medical school in the UK, where
there was the opportunity to rethink librarian
roles (as a member of the medical school
staff, as a product expert and as a teacher).
My summary verdict on this book? This

represents a cross section of the views of
some of those most active in collection
development in the UK. The chapters are
primarily practical and there is no harm
in that. The only drawback is that a lack of
theoretical frameworks in the discussion
means that some content may date very
quickly. Without theory, without models
grounded in research evidence and without
proper evaluations of different ways of
managing collection development, our
powers of prediction and explanation are
very limited.
The questions at the end of each chapter
are useful for academics wanting inspiration
for seminar or essay topics, but I could be
forgiven for asking whether or not the
reader might expect some answers for the
price paid for the book. Practitioners might
be expected to be asking the questions
and books might be expected to provide
some evidence-based answers. For students
the format may work well and students
certainly need to be prodded into asking
sensible questions about the ways we do
collection development.

Photo: © Dana Rothstein | Dreamstime.com

have gradually taken on the work of book
processing and expansion in outsourcing of
library functions and services. Diana, through
Instant Library, has experience of running
library services for a variety of clients. Now
stock selection is outsourced (wasn’t that
one of the roles of the professional librarian?)
and with cost control so important, “the price
and level of the discount” in a response to an
Invitation to Tender will be “the killer issue”.
Where could shared services for collection
development go, and how much could
be outsourced, not just in public libraries
but in academic libraries as well? It has
been interesting to observe the impact of
(effectively) outsourcing decisions on core
collections to a higher management level
among health libraries. There are outsourcing
theories that may be used to explore the
impacts on core competencies and the
behaviour of suppliers and intermediary
organisations (Urquhart, 2003).
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The Plustek Optic Film 8100 Film Scanner
is one of a new series of dedicated (film
only) 35mm film scanners introduced by
Plustek earlier this year. It sits in the midrange of such scanners, selling at £219.99
VAT inc. The 8100 series is found at the top
of this range, which means that it offers
16-bit per channel scanning (48 bits total)
for colour, at 7200dpi and a Dynamic Range
of 3.6. Only very high end Professional Film
Scanners (priced up to £15,500) such as the
Hasselblad Flextights offer more — up to
Dmax 4.6. These figures require some little
explanation, perhaps. Generally dynamic
range, in terms of density, is the maximum
pigment density (Dmax), minus the minimum
pigment density (Dmin). The density scale
is measured using logarithmic powers of 10
(the Richter scale uses the same means for
recording earthquake intensity). A density
of 3.0 therefore represents a contrast ratio
of 1000:1 (103 = 10x10x10 = 1000). Higher
dynamic range values should add more detail
in the shadow tones of images from positive
film (slides) and in the highlights of images
from negative film. Dynamic range is not a
major consideration in reflective scanning
(e.g. prints) because their intrinsic dynamic
range is very limited, but it is very important
when scanning film.
All of these factors make this scanner
relatively inexpensive, considering what it
can achieve, but there are other advantages
too, as it is the product of an agreement
between the hardware designers and
LaserSoft Imaging, scanning software
designers of SilverFast 8, with which program
the scanner is intended to function to its
greatest potential. The version supplied with
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Plustek Optic Film 8100 Film Scanner review

...this scanner is relatively inexpensive considering
what it can achieve
the 8100 is SilverFast SE Plus 8.
Dedicated film scanners are aimed first
of all at reproducing images at the highest
possible quality, rather than fast scanning,
hence the resolution up to 7200dpi. This
echoes my own concerns and I set out to
look at colour consistency from original to
scan, reproduction of image detail in both
shadows and highlights and the efficiency
of the tools for removing dust and scratches.
I have also looked at operating speeds as
these do become important for some users
under certain conditions as I will explain later.
The Plustek 8100 is supplied with a default

QuickScan software program, accessed
by pressing the lower of the two scanner
buttons on the front of the scanner and
usefully marked ‘QuickScan’. The upper is
marked ‘IntelliScan’ and summons SilverFast
into play. The third button, below these, is
Power ON/OFF and I found that it often got
stuck into the ON position, though this is a
minor inconvenience. A green Power ON light
is at the top of the controls. Construction is
sturdy: a plastic case with rubber rands along
its lower side edges is mounted on a metal
base. There are two, black, plastic holders,
one for four mounted slides, the second
for a 35mm film strip up to six frames long.
The slides are held firmly and in the right
position, but I found that the film strips had
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to be placed very accurately to ensure full
cover of each frame and a more positive
means of locating the strips is needed, as
such a fiddly process slows down an already
lengthy process when considering scans of
entire films or batches of them. When loading
film into either holder, there’s no problem
when orienting the image top or bottom, but
you must ensure that you orient the left and
right sides correctly so that the image isn’t
reversed. Make sure that the film’s emulsion is
facing down.

the scanning lamp needs no warm-up time as it
consists of LEDs
The holders are inserted into the scanner
from either side and this means that an
additional minimum 270mm of free space
is needed on one side of the scanner and
175mm on the other to permit easy insertion
and removal, effectively increasing its
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footprint width to some 560mm, at least
at the front. Insertion of either carrier slide
finds a slight resistance when it is in the
right position for scanning and this means
of location needs to be more positive, as I
found that about three out of every 10 scans
were slightly out of place and the process
does need to be speeded up. It is also clear
from this that the scanner is no good at all for
bulk scanning, but nor is it intended to be.
Another noteworthy point about the scanner
in use is that its scanning lamp needs no
warm-up time as it consists of LEDs. This also
means that the unit will not heat up.
The Presto QuickScan software will do for
very basic scans, but its tools too are very
basic and for any serious scanning, SilverFast
8 is required to exploit the full potential of
the scanner. It is, of course, more complex
than QuickScan, but has a scanning guide
called the WorkflowPilot built into it and
this will conduct you successfully through

the process of image acquisition. QuickTime
tutorials are offered at every step of the
way and make the journey that much more
interesting. Learn from these as you proceed
— you don’t want to refer to them every time
you use the scanner.
Many of the SilverFast tools are
astonishingly useful and incredibly good
at what they do. NegaFix for example
lets you say which negative film you are
scanning, both colour and monochrome,
by manufacturer, film type and ISO rating.
You may then assess the preview image and
adjust exposure and tolerance (colour cast)
to suit your intention. It really does improve
the output quality. However, I don’t want to
examine each SilverFast tool in depth, but
assure you that using it with this scanner
really does enhance your output and through
the application of the appropriate tools
(Picture Settings for brightness, contrast
and saturation; NegaFix as described; Dust
and Scratch Removal; GANE for grain and
noise elimination) much post-processing in
Photoshop might be avoided.
There is, of course, a ‘however’. While basic
scans are not too slow, you may very well
need to get involved in post-processing,

RESOLUTION

BASIC
SCAN TIME

SILVERFAST SCAN
TIME

Preview

8 secs

10 secs

300dpi

15 secs

28 secs

600dpi

35 secs

65 secs

2400dpi

45 secs

85 secs

3600dpi

55 secs

105 secs

7200dpi

135 secs

260 secs

adding to your time. However, when using
the tools available in SilverFast, scan times
will increase dramatically, depending of
course on what adjustments you set. There
are some examples in the table on the left,
but see the comments below.
All of these times should be seen as relative
approximations as they would be governed
by the tools I had chosen to use at the time,
but they do exhibit consistency. It should
be remembered too that scan time would
also depend on processor speed and the
speed of your USB connectivity. USB 1.0 is
of course relatively slow, while USB 2.0 can
run at ‘Hi-Speed’. However, this latter can
only apply if all connections between the
scanner and the computer, including the USB
hub, are Hi-Speed compatible. Look out for
high-resolution scans up to five minutes and
more! Find something else to occupy you
while they run! 7200dpi may seem excessive,
but if you want to produce high quality A4
prints from 35mm negatives or slides, you
will need it. It’s worth considering, in brief,
the implications of scan resolution as this
does impinge on file size and time taken
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for a scan. The equation below allows us to
calculate file size, if we know the dimensions
and resolution of the required output. Let us
say that our scan is to be output to a 300dpi
printer (equivalent to 11.81ppm), the print
297 x 420mm (A3):
File size in MBs = ppm2 x (WxH) x (b/8) /
1024 / 1024
Where ppm = pixels per millimetre, WxH
is width by height in millimetres, b is total
bit depth (in this case 3 channels at 16 bits)
and dividing by 8 gives us bytes (8 bits to
a byte) and finally dividing by 1024 to give
kilobytes and again dividing by 1024 to give
megabytes. Squaring the ppm yields the
number of pixels per square millimetre.
This gives us: 11.81 x 11.81 x 297 x 420 x
48/8 /1024 / 1024 = 99.55MB. This means
that this is the sort of scan we need to make
in order to achieve a successful print at A3
size. The pixel dimensions are of course the
first four numbers in the equation multiplied
together, totalling 17.4 megapixels. My
3.2GHz Pentium, XP-Pro SP3, 3GB RAM,
USB 2.0 system made scans of this size in
around 6 minutes, depending on application
settings for brightness, contrast, saturation,
NegaFix, dust and scratch removal and grain
and noise elimination. This is not to say that
this scanner is slow, simply to point out that
scanning itself can be a lengthy process. So, if
you have got lots of material to scan, it would
be worth your while buying some extra film/
slide holders and pre-loading them before
you start.
I carried out a number of scans from
both slide and negative to examine fine
detail on an A3 print and at the equivalent
magnification on screen and can say that
the combination of the Plustek 8100 and
SilverFast SE Plus 8 worked very well indeed
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and it’s a great package, given the price.
Tonal separation was excellent as was
colour consistency, both when scanning
directly for print or into Photoshop. You
can check this visually of course, but also
by comparing the two histograms. Using
the scanner is very straightforward and the
integrated QuickTime tutorials help the user
to easily and speedily grasp and profit from
SilverFast’s functionality.
The padded carrying bag is a really useful
accessory as it serves very well for storage.
Unless you are likely to be scanning film
every day, it’s a good idea to put the scanner
away, to save space and to keep it free of
dust. This is no hardship as it is so simple to
set up, taking but a few minutes.
I would conclude that the Plustek Optic
Film 8100 Film Scanner is a robustly built
tool with considerable potential, making
it easy to scan 35mm negatives and slides
and to remove or improve upon a wide
variety of defects in damaged or faulty
originals. I was very pleased with results
using either SilverFast or QuickScan, though
the former is a vastly superior program
and was clearly preferred. The scanner is
highly recommended to professionals and
enthusiasts alike, although the manual
loading means that it can’t deal effectively
with batch work. I think that it is obviously
this limitation that has kept its price down.
Since starting this review, the scanner has
been declared winner of ePHOTOzine’s much
sought-after ‘Recommended’ Award 2012.

Plustek scanners are distributed in the UK by
Intro 2020 www.intro2020.co.uk.
More information is available from: www.
plustek.com/uk/products/opticfilm-series/
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Requirements
Windows PC:
2 GHz Processor or faster
2 GB RAM main memory (4 GB RAM
recommended)
10 GB free space on hard disk drive
CD/DVD drive or internet connection
Mac:
2 GHz Processor or faster (INTEL based
processor, NO PowerPC )
2 GB RAM main memory (4 GB RAM
recommended)
10 GB free space on hard disk drive
CD/DVD drive or internet connection
General:
USB 2.0 connection
Specification:
Net Weight: 1.6 Kgs
Dimensions (W x D x H): 120 x 272 x 119 mm
and needs 560mm extra width space to sides
Optical resolution: 7200x7200 dpi
Bit Depth: 48-bit colour (16-bit channels) and

16-bit greyscale
Light Source: White LED
Sensor: Colour CCD
Interface: USB 2.0 Hi-Speed
The retail box includes:
OpticFilm 8100 scanner and AC/DC Power
adapter
USB cable
Two holders: mounted slide holder (four slides)
and filmstrip holder (six frames per strip)
Quick Guides for scanner and SilverFast
SilverFast SE Plus 8 CD and Optic Film 8100
Setup CD
Padded carrying bag for the scanner, adapter,
film holders and cables
Ken Cheetham,
Student Support
Disabilities Unit,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University
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Augmented reality: is it really fit for your purposes?

In the same way that QR codes — once a strange and new
technology — have become commonplace, it is now the turn
of Augmented Reality (AR) to set course for the mainstream.
Whilst currently being used largely by early adopters, the
technology itself is well established, being compatible with
most recent major smartphones/portable devices, as well as
handheld games consoles and (in the future) Augmented
Reality glasses (BBC, 2012). In summary, AR is being used to
virtually deliver mixed media (including still images, video,
sound and hyperlinks) to portable devices, and can bring
visual media direct to the user’s screen by overlaying it
onto the physical world around them. (For an example, see
DanieVDM, 2009.)
For libraries, this poses interesting information-delivery
potential; instead of sending users off to websites and
custom-built apps, why not have multi-sensory information
arrive on their portable devices as they use it to ‘scan’ your
library? In the same way as one can point a device at a
landmark to find out about it, it is also possible to use this
technology to (say) point at a Help icon in a library and get
an instructional introductory video, an audio welcome or text
outlining the services which a user can expect to access.

Which service to use?
Whilst the best known AR services — such as Layar and
Wikitude — are undoubtedly good at delivering onscreen
information about the world around them, these work by
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Jon Fletcher, a regular contributor
to the MmIT journal and MMIT
Group committee member, writes
on technological subjects relating
to mobile technologies. Here
he explores the potential that
augmented reality holds for use
within the library environment. Be
warned, it’s on its way!

why not have multi-sensory information arrive on library users’
portable devices as they use them to ‘scan’ your library?
utilising GPS signals, which are great for outside use but
unsuitable for most libraries (GPS does not function well
indoors). The real possibility for AR in libraries lies in services
which work indoors and function according to image

recognition (cf. JISC, 2011) — i.e. when a user downloads an
app and points it at a relevant image, this image is recognised
and the desired preset media (e.g. a video) is delivered to the
screen of the user. Commercial versions of this exist in the
form of blippAR and Aurasma, with an example of the former
appearing in the magazine Asos to allow readers to view the
clothes advertised in 3D, and the latter putting scannable
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icons onto Michel Thomas language CDs so that potential
customers can listen to audio excerpts of the CD. While
the aforementioned examples are largescale commercial
ventures, AR tools themselves can be used for free by those
who wish to experiment with them — both Aurasma and
Junaio allow the free use of their software for those who sign
up accordingly, and the way is therefore open for libraries to
experiment and try this out for themselves.
My own experiments with Augmented Reality to date have
used the free Aurasma Studio. This tool is very simple to use,
and allowed me to create my own ‘channel’ for images and
icons which I have associated with particular media files; as
a result, users who download the Aurasma app can search
for my channel and then focus their devices upon specific
images/icons (called ‘auras’) in order to receive my chosen
media. (In the same way as one needs to have a radio tuned
to a particular radio station to receive that station’s content,
so too my own images will only be received by those who
have set their app to receive auras from this channel.)
My initial experiments included associating a human
outline which — when scanned — turned into an onscreen
introductory video and hovering over a picture of a library
which then displayed library opening hours. Certain
limitations exist: the app must be downloaded, images
must be of a particular pixel size, the 3G/wi-fi signal must be
sufficient to receive new auras and it requires at least Android
3.2 or iOS 4.0 (see Aurasma’s FAQs). Despite this, there is
much scope for investigation. My own preference would be
to create service information posters with both QR codes
(which link to a central website) and an AR-enhanced image
which can deliver media direct to the user’s phone; thought
will need to be given on how to advertise this feature to
users, but it could be trialled on a poster which has otherwise
‘normal’ functions. Overall, any usage in libraries will be
fairly experimental, and will not get the uptake of promoting
apps or QR codes. However, AR codes are coming to the
mainstream, and — whether or not you try them in your own
service — it is a technology to watch and consider. QR codes
today, AR images tomorrow?

features
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British Newspaper Archive digitisation project
Just a few short years ago any plan to make the British
Newspaper Archive easily accessible online would have
seemed a distant pipe dream. The sheer volume of
information and the technological expertise involved made
this a very challenging project
With more than 750 million newspaper pages from
52,000 titles painstakingly collected and preserved over 300
years, the archive is a priceless repository of knowledge, an
incredibly rich cultural treasure trove and the envy of the
world. Until now all that glorious, colourful history has been
locked away in the British Library in Colindale, London. The
endless corridors of carefully stacked shelves were accessible
only to a tiny fraction of the population — those dedicated
or hardy souls with the time and inclination to spend
hours trawling through references, indices or to pore over
paperwork and microfiches.
However, all that changed forever when www.
britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk was publicly launched in
November 2011 with 3.5 million pages from the archive
available to view. That figure has now reached 5.3 million
pages and the target is to have 40 million pages online
by 2021 — all of which is hosted from technical partner
brightsolid’s state-of-the-art Tier 3+ Data Centre in Dundee,
Scotland. Its data centre houses the vast digital storage
required for this ever-growing online archive — currently
standing at over 500 terabytes. The storage will upscale as the
archive grows:120,000 stories will be added every working
day with 65 million already available. The latest tiered storage
techniques are used with a combination of SATA and Solid
State Drives to store the archive and run the site whilst
ensuring the highest levels of security of personal data.
The public are visiting the site in astonishing numbers, with
more than 1 million hits being racked up on the first day in
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www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk

One of the most ambitious digitisation projects ever
undertaken is helping to bring history online to allow it
to be accessed by millions of people across the world

a priceless repository of knowledge, an incredibly rich cultural
treasure trove and the envy of the world...
2011. The value of the archive goes far beyond its obvious
interest to scholars of history. In fact, the vast majority of
people will appear in a newspaper at least once in their life
and in this way the archives represent a priceless commodity:
the nation’s published memory.
Whether it is for something as small as winning a school
competition or as life-changing as winning a gold medal in
the Olympics, countless Britons over the past few centuries
have had a brief moment in the newspaper spotlight.

The project opens up a magical window into a treasure
trove of real history, recording the lives of ordinary people
involved in everything from the mundane to the macabre,
and from the outrageous to the extraordinary.
The collection holds almost every newspaper published in
the UK since 1800 and brightsolid has ensured that already
online users are able to access193 titles, published between
1710 and 1950. The newspapers digitised are fully indexed
and text searchable.
www.brightsolid.com
www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk
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Digital skills essential to librarians

3.

... contains detailed case studies on the challenges
and solutions within collection development

By Fieldhouse, Maggie, and Marshall,
Audrey (eds).

London, UK: Facet Publishing; 2011.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-746-3
Price: £49.95; price to CILIP members:
£39.96
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Running throughout the book is
consideration of the way that the role of an
information professional has already changed
due to the influences in the digital age and of
the skillset these roles will require now and in
the future. Opinions on future developments
within collection development and the
implications of these are also offered.
This book is a collection of individually
written chapters within four sections:
1. Collection development concept and
practice, including:
- a literature review of the evolution
of collection development up to the
present day;
- analysis of the recent trends
and changes affecting collection
management processes in the digital
environment, demonstrated with
case studies
2. Developing trends in e-resources,
including:
- an overview of electronic resources
and how they have developed in
the UK FE/HE environment, and

4.

the benefits provided by the Joint
Information Systems Committee (JISC),
e.g. journal price negotiations;
- the provision of eBooks in public
and academic libraries and the issues
these have created (e.g. digital rights
management), also illustrated with
case studies;
- the stewardship and curation of
digital material with respect to the
management of physical collections
Library supply trends, including:
- a review of technology-driven
changes to procurement for academic
librarians and solutions to increase
access to the ever-growing volume of
information with decreasing funds;
- review of acquisition outsourcing
and the associated implications
for collection management in
public libraries
- open-access business models and the
current and projected effects of these
on academic publishing regarding
practical and technological issues,
e.g. copyright;
- the growth of institutional
repositories (IRs), the practical
problems they create, (e.g. versioning)
and how they have brought the
collection development and the
research community together
Maintaining an effectual collection,
including:
- what is a collection development
policy and why is it still required?
- how to create a collection
development policy, illustrated with
existing library policies;
- the decreased use of librarians by
researchers and how this can be

mitigated by embedding information
literacy (IL) tools in library resources;
- the failure of policymakers to
acknowledge the increased need for
IL in our information rich society and
how IL is being taught currently
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The digital age has brought many direct
and indirect challenges to libraries and
their collections. This book looks at recent
developments in collection development
in response to these challenges and at the
ways that these changes have affected
traditional collection strategies and policies.
Underpinning these developments is the
huge increase in information available to
us all and the continued importance of
librarians teaching users how to find high
quality relevant information.

The contributors are from all areas of the
collection development field including library
service managers from public and academic
libraries, academic publishers and academics,
mainly UK-based but also including some US
colleagues. Each chapter is well-referenced
with sources including the UK government
and UK national bodies. As the tome also
includes detailed case studies on solutions to
the challenges facing collection development
in the digital environment, I think it will
also be of benefit to all those involved with
collection development and management in
all types of library.

John Bottomley
LIS student
University of Sheffield
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If you are looking for a scanner with an
automatic document feeder, then I highly
recommend the Plustek SmartOffice
PS286. The Plustek SmartOffice PS286
Plus workgroup class document scanner
has a small size and the footprint of the
SmartOffice PS286 Plus make it appropriate
for office, front desk or portable scanning
tasks. What I immediately liked about this
scanner was how neatly it folds up and the
smart carry bag which it comes with to allow
you to easily carry the scanner off-site.

built to scan documents from ID cards to A3 and
mixed batches without sorting...

Image: © Sergei Popov | Dreamstime.com

The 50-page automatic document feeder
and 1500 page per day duty cycle tell you
this scanner is built to scan documents in any
application requiring frequent document and
rigid card scanning. The SmartOffice PS286
Plus is designed to scan business documents
up to 14” long and rigid cards, such as ID
cards and drivers licenses, up to 1.2mm thick,
without operator adjustments. A3 sized
documents can also be scanned using the

A3 scan mode and included A3 protection
jacket. Mixed batches of documents can
be scanned without sorting thanks to the
class leading paper handling and image
processing. The single touch buttons
automate up to nine different scanning jobs
including: scan to searchable PDF, save to
folder on your network or your computer,
scan to email, scan to an application, scan
to printer.
Photo: © Jo Ann Snover | Dreamstime.com

Plustek SmartOffice PS286 Plus scanner — comes highly recommended

the scanner neatly folds up into a smart carry bag
to allow you to easily carry it off-site
The makers claim that the built-in image
processing insures the highest image
quality, reduces rescans, and increases
OCR accuracy. The software productivity
suite included featuring ABBYY FineReader
Sprint, allows you to easily create and
manage searchable PDFs. Industry standard
TWAIN drivers combined with TIF, JPG, PDF
and Microsoft Office file formats ensure
compatibility with thousands of scanning
and imaging programs.
Compared to the earlier features of the
Plustek PS282, the PS286 Plus is faster at
duplex scan speed (50 images/minute),

scanning to FTP via DocAction and has
the ability to scan A3 sized documents via
internal image stitching. The advanced image
enhancement automatically straightens and
rotates pages, adjusts brightness, and crops
images to minimize file size and increase OCR
accuracy. It is also Energy Star certified. The
best price online was £265.

Visit: http://plustek.com/uk/
The site lists UK retailers under ‘where to buy’
Kevin Curran is
Senior Lecturer in
Computer Science,
University of Ulster
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By Ruecker, Stan; Radzikowska, Milena; and
Sinclair, Stefan.

London, UK: Ashgate Publishing; 2011.
ISBN: 978-1409404224
Price: £55.00
Ashgate is offering a special discounted
price of £44.00 for MmIT readers when
quoting promotion code: S11FFV20.
Readers in the UK & ROW:
Add the book to your basket by pressing
the ‘add to basket’ button. At checkout
stage enter the discount code in the box
marked ‘promotion code’ in step 1 of the
basket. Press the ‘update basket’ button
and you will see the discount applied to
this title in your basket. Proceed through
steps 2-4 to confirm your order.
Readers in US, Canada, South America:
As above but on ‘Checkout Order Form’
which you will see below the credit card
details enter the code in the ‘discount
code’ box .
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Browsing for information is a significant
part of most research activity, but many
online collections hamper browsing with
interfaces that are variants on a search box.
Research shows that rich-prospect interfaces
can offer an intuitive and highly flexible
alternative environment for information
browsing, assisting hypothesis formation
and pattern-finding. The authors strive
to explore theories around improving
people’s experiences in working with digital
collections and documents. Their strategy has
been to create prototypes that refine their
theories in consultation with the intended
users of the tools. This is complex and
open-ended and the responses of the users
trying out the systems are also influenced
by any number of factors that may or may
not derive directly from the tools. There are
also diverse opinions on how best to consult
people. Different research communities
also adopt differing standards with respect
to appropriate numbers and kinds of
participants, the nature of the introductory
information participants receive, and the
types of tasks or questions that give the
best results.
The authors’ starting point some years ago
was the idea that retrieval systems or search
engines are often provided to users when
dedicated browsing technologies would be
more congenial for the user. They argue that,
for people looking for a well-defined target
document, search interfaces based on more
or less sophisticated retrieval engines, are a
good solution. However, users looking for
an understanding of an entire collection and
how the various components comprising
it interact are not well-served by retrieval

interfaces. They also believe that providing
the user with a wealth of well-designed visual
information is better than attempting to
artificially or arbitrarily restrict the amount
of information provided, especially if certain
features of the visual display can be easily
controlled by the person using the system.
The authors have been trying to understand
the conditions under which this approach
is generally useful, but within localised
contexts, given the necessity of working with
specific people undertaking particular kinds
of work with a given type of digital materials.

of hierarchical system, but of every single
item in the collection. ‘Chapter 5: Textual
markup for digital collections’ discusses
text tagging which facilitates retrieval and
representation through applying what is
essentially a controlled vocabulary of tags.

rich-prospect interfaces can offer an intuitive
and highly flexible alternative environment for
information browsing
Regarding the actual structure, the book
is divided into seven chapters. ‘Chapter 1:
Introduction to rich-prospect interfaces’
provides an excellent overview of the entire
book and the vision of the authors. ‘Chapter
2: I see what I can do: affordances of prospect’
examines the concepts of affordances and
prospect in the light of experiments with
rich-prospect browsers of various kinds in
order to help elaborate these concepts or
inform our understanding of them in ways
that might otherwise not have arisen. In
‘Chapter 3: Is this thing working? The study
of new affordances’ discusses the perennial
problem for computer interface designers
of how best to study an affordance that was
not previously available when attempting
to provide new affordances in prototypes.
‘Chapter 4: I never forget a face: meaningful
and useful representation of items’ discusses
the principles of rich-prospect browsing
where the default interface should show a
meaningful representation, not of some kind

Image: © Kris Masle | Dreamstime.com

In pursuit of better tools for rich visual searching of digital collections
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reviews
the important practical consequences that
come from having designers think in terms of
affordances instead of in terms of functions,
lists some of the design issues involved, and
reinforces the lessons learned from examples
based on the prototype interfaces.

‘Chapter 6: The design of new interface tools’
argues that one of the primary problems
with any rich-prospect interface is to show
so much information at one time that it
therefore risks overwhelming the user. Here,
designers working on interfaces based on
‘rich prospect’ therefore have to pay special
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attention to strategies for eliminating the
sense of being overwhelmed by the display.
Finally, the conclusion draws together the
various threads of the discussion, providing a
summary of the significant advantages to be
gained by applying rich-prospect interface
strategies to digital collections. It reiterates

This is a joint effort by three impressive
authors. Stan Ruecker is associate professor
in the Humanities Computing Programme
and the Department of English and Film
Studies, University of Alberta, Canada;
Milena Radzikowska is associate professor
in the Centre for Communication Studies
at Mount Royal University, Calgary, Canada
and Stefan Sinclair is associate professor in
Communication Studies and Multimedia,
McMaster University, Ontario, Canada.
It does cover a wide range of topics. It is
unlikely that every reader will find every
chapter completely relevant but the nice
thing is that each chapter can also be read
separately. This unique book offers a clear
discussion of this form of interface design,
including a theoretical basis for why it is
important, and examples of how it can be
done. It will be of interest to those working
in the fields of library and information
science, human-computer interaction, visual
communication design, and the digital
humanities as well as those interested in new
theories and practices for designing web
interfaces for library collections, digitised
cultural heritage materials, and other types
of digital collections. The approach they
take and results achieved from their multidisciplinary perspectives will be relevant to
those working in several fields.

Image: © Socrates | Dreamstime.com
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dedicated browsing technologies would be more
congenial for the user...
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insight into image data processing

Image processing: intensely complex but vitally important
Paola Stillone of the Medical Library at the Royal Free
Hospital, London, and David Lawunmi from IT services
at Queen Mary University of London outline the
importance of image processing and the part librarians
can play in this

Raw data, noise and measurement uncertainty
In practice, image processing covers a variety of activities,
some of which are informal where an end user does not
have any knowledge of the underlying measurements
and the associated noise and measurement uncertainties
that lie behind the image file that they are attempting to
manipulate. The data might consist of relative intensities that
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Image: x-ray Nebula 2 © Mj Fox | Dreamstime.com

Introduction
Image processing is a key task that is fundamental to the
analysis and management of data in both the arts and the
sciences. In this article we discuss some of the difficulties that
need to be dealt with in order for an end user of an image to
robustly extract meaningful information from image data.
We also outline some of the issues that are involved in the
production of an image that a responsible image producer
has to be aware of if they are going to produce a useful and
effective description of the image that they have generated.
We will demonstrate some of these issues with examples from
the areas of microscopy and astronomy. Having an effective
infrastructure to support image processing is a key activity
that will help to support the `data sharing’ initiatives that
are currently being actively pursued by research funding
bodies. This infrastructure will help people to describe and to
share their image data and it will help end users to develop
robust reproducible processes for analysing this data. This
is obviously a complex multidisciplinary activity; however
library staff are in a key position. They can provide both a
human interface and web/electronic presence that will help
researchers to find the resources that they will need to pursue
their image processing projects.

are accessible through the file format which is used to store
the image, e.g. TIFF or JPEG. These intensities are used as
input for image processing software. This activity is, however,
limited in its scope and may not be appropriate for serious
scientific analysis as the end user of the image data does not
have access to the raw data and the associated measurement
uncertainties.
Informal approaches may be appropriate when doing
artistic work where the appearance of the image is driving
the image analysis, this could involve enhancing a particular
feature of interest or alternatively suppressing unwanted
features. It may also be useful as a first sweep through a data
set prior to doing the statistical work that is associated with a

image processing is a complex multidisciplinary
activity... librarians can be in a key position
full noise/measurement uncertainty analysis.
A more scientific approach involves taking account of
the measurements, e.g. photon counts that were used to
generate the image. This requires a detailed knowledge of
the measurement process, e.g. the optical physics behind
a telescope and the physics and the electronics behind
the workings of the light (photon) detector. This gives
the end users of this data much greater control over the
associated images and any subsequent processing of the
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Illustration: © Svetoslav Sokolov | Dreamstime.com

with a wide range of information about the telescope, such
as data about the photon detector, and the observation
conditions at the time that the image measurements were
obtained. In addition to this it may also supply information
that an image viewer needs to display the images effectively.
This information requires high quality image analysis tools
to help researchers to extract useful information from the
data sets. The astronomical community has several tools
for image processing. A good illustrative example is IRAF,
(Image Reduction and Analysis Facility), this is a collection of
image analysis and image visualisation software written at
the National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO). This is
particularly useful for analysing and processing raw image
data that has been obtained from CCD (charge-coupled
device) detector arrays.
There is, of course, a great deal of cultural baggage
associated with a task such as image processing, as it
requires the development and maintenance of infrastructure
that stores the images consistently and reliably; and that
develops and supports software tools to process and visualise
these images; that supports the development of
relationships with manufacturers and suppliers of detectors
and imaging instrumentation so that the information that is
required to robustly process the images is available in an
appropriate form.

cultural baggage associated with image processing...

data. This approach requires the image producer to develop
relationships with the manufacturers of the various devices
that are used to make the measurements that generate
the image.
All this information requires an effective file format if it is
going to be stored and communicated effectively. A good
example is the FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) file
format that is widely used by the astronomical community.
It is a sophisticated image format that provides the end user
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The biomedical community in general does not have the
same infrastructure in place to support the quantitative
analysis of image data as the astronomical community. For
example, in biomedical optical microscopy most research
groups don’t bother with activities such as counting
photons or obtaining a direct quantitative measure of the
currents/voltages that are associated with the detection and
measurement of the radiation that is used to obtain an image.
The image data is usually obtained as an image file. These
files are frequently stored in the TIFF file format. This contains
numbers corresponding to relative light intensities at the pixels
that constitute the image. This information is, of course,
connected to a physical measurement process, however

features

the absence of information appertaining to the underlying
physical measurements that generate the image will, of
course, limit the usefulness of any post-processing image
analysis activities on the image data. Even though most
groups don’t deal directly with the physical measurements
that produce an image, in our experience many of them
pursue image processing activities. Adobe Photoshop
is widely used for a wide variety of image processing
activities. ImageJ is an example of a popular program with
a scientific heritage that is widely used by biomedical
researchers that are involved with optical microscopy. It is a
public domain, Java-based image processing program with
a very large toolset.

Data sharing
In addition to all the issues that arise with noise and
uncertainty, biomedical scientists have to contend with the
difficulties associated with sample preparation. Some of the
many issues that arise in the production of an image with
fluorescence microscopy were highlighted by Pearson in 2007
in the paper entitled `the good bad and the ugly’. Capturing
meaningful images with a modern microscope requires
a good understanding of the potential impact of sample
preparation on the final image, and a good understanding
of optical physics. These difficulties may lead to significant
discrepancies between the published description of an image
and the image data that it is associated with. It is important
to take care when interpreting an image and when using
image data as input for processing work. This is clearly an
area where libraries can help by encouraging scientists that
are depositing data into databases to follow good practice
in areas such as data traceability, and by encouraging end
users of data to be aware of the issues that can arise when
processing image data.
The research councils are currently taking active steps
to encourage the research groups that they fund to share
the data that they produce. Most research projects require
a data sharing plan as a key component of the papers that
are submitted with the grant proposal. A report by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) on Promoting Access to Public Research Data for
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Scientific, highlights the following principles:
•
Publicly-funded research data are a public good,
produced in the public interest
•
Publicly-funded research data should be openly available
to the maximum extent possible

compared and combined. This work will have the additional
benefit of providing researchers and users of their data
with tools that enable them to pursue reproducible research
projects with image data.

Examples include the data sharing policies of the
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council
(BBSRC), and the Medical Research Council (MRC).

Extracting useful information from a dataset is a complex
activity that requires an understanding of the activities and
measurements that were used to produce the data and the
associated measurement uncertainties; an understanding
of software and the underlying algorithms. Examples of
problems include naive usage of spreadsheet software such
as Microsoft Excel, which has several well-documented issues.
An interesting article that discusses some of horror stories
about people’s attempts to use Excel to process clinical data,
Croll and Butler (2007). These issues are key areas where
libraries can help researchers by promoting good practice and
encouraging a greater awareness of the difficulties that are
involved in processing and visualising data. This could range
from workshops and seminars to simply pointing people to
technical material that is pitched at an appropriate level.
An interesting example of some the potential pitfalls that
can occur when attempting to analyse an image arises in
the area of fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy, e.g.
Lakowicz (2006). A key area in the production of an image
involves processing datasets that consist of one or more
decaying exponential functions. In essence it involves
analysing a signal of the form

tackling difficulties that can arise when attempting
to find, analyse and extract information photographs
and digital images
Meaningful scientific data sharing is a complex issue that
may involve dealing with and specifying the noise levels and
measurement uncertainties that are associated with a data
set. Robust and transparent processes need to be developed
if biomedical researchers want to share data in a way that
permits inter (laboratory/instrument) comparisons of images,
for example, in the same way that astronomical datasets
obtained from different (observatories/telescopes) can be
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What you see is what you get?

where, t represents the time, and n(t) is a function that
represents the noise. The problem involves obtaining the
values corresponding to
for each pixel of the image.
Unfortunately in practice many authors of papers on imaging
are oblivious of the difficulties that are associated with this
problem. A particularly scathing critique of inappropriate
usage of exponential functions to characterise a decaying
process is given by Acton (1997): The answer to this problem

Image: © Asierfotografik | Dreamstime.com

Information on the underlying physical measurements that
are involved in producing an image will, of course, help users
of the images to make decisions about the best way to extract
information of interest from image data. This information
might be stored in metadata that is associated with an image
file. If the repositories of information in which images are
stored are going to be accessible for future reference by
researchers, scientists, historians, and scholars, the image data
and the associated metadata will require a digital curation
effort. This will provide an important component of the
infrastructure that organisations involved in storing data will
need to keep abreast of the various data file formats and the
technical nuances that are associated with them. Actively
managing research data will help to reduce the threat that
the ability to access the data will decay over time, resulting in
people being unable to access the data after some point in
time, because key information on file formats has been lost.
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lies in the chemical rather than the computer laboratory and the
sooner the hopeful innocent can be sent there and away from
the computer room the better off everyone will be. For it is well
known that an exponential problem of this type in which all four
parameters are to be fitted is extremely ill conditioned. That is
there are many combinations of
that will fit most exact data quite
well indeed (will you believe four significant figures?). (Acton
considered the case when two exponentials were used to fit
a dataset.) In other words, there are several `good answers’
that do not correspond to the real parameters that produced
the signal, but nonetheless provide a good fit to the data.
This problem arises in many other areas of image analysis, e.g.
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MRI (Magnetic resonance imaging), Storas et al (2008), PET
(Positron emission tomography), Valk (2003). There are several
researchers, clinicians and patients that could benefit from
the intervention of a librarian.

An artist’s perspective on images
Magritte had a thought-provoking and provocative style
that often involved displaying ordinary objects in unusual
contexts. His work challenges the observer and pushes them
to question their understanding of objects and images which
they may have previously believed they were familiar with. In
his painting The treachery of images (La trahison des images),
he paints a pipe that looks as though it is a component of a
tobacco store advertisement. Below the pipe he writes, `Ceci
n’est pas une pipe’ (`This is not a pipe’). On a superficial level
this is a contradiction, however the painting is not a pipe, it
is an image of a pipe. Magritte gave a smoker’s perspective
on the picture when he said that the image does not `satisfy
emotionally’, on another occasion when he was asked about
the pipe he replied, `try to fill it with tobacco’.
The availability of digital images and cross-searchable
databases on the internet has significantly extended the
role of library staff over the last two decades from traditional
curation of slide collections to include the development of
image resources, the provision of help and advice to users
(such as staff and students in academia and research) on
accessing, using and developing online visual resources.
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Information professionals working with digital images in
education, museums and art collections, are increasingly
aware of the potential for using innovative methods and
technologies to provide access to digital image resources,
and on how to assist and educate users of the images
by promoting best practice in managing the legal risks
associated with copyright.
Many of the techniques that are used to obtain biomedical
and astronomical images are used to analyse images
and artefacts in galleries and museums in areas such as
conservation and restoration. Work in this area is used to:
find out about the chemical pigments that were used to
make a picture; find or estimate the date of creation of a
painting; find `hidden’ pictures under the final picture that
is made available for viewing/public display. The data that is
collected from this work plays a key role in deciding on the
most effective conservation treatments that will be used on
an object, and thus it is important that robust approaches to
image processing and data analysis are used when collecting
and analysing the image data.
An example of a hidden picture is the peasant woman’s face
that was hidden behind the work Patch of Grass, completed
by Van Gogh in Paris in 1887. A new X-ray technique has
revealed a previously unknown portrait of a woman by
Vincent van Gogh, which was painted over by the artist.
Dik et al (2008) used high-intensity X-rays from a particle
accelerator to scan the painting and this work revealed
the face beneath the patch of grass. The image processing
issues appertaining to the processing and interpretation of
scientific images are relevant to work and research in the
arts and museums sectors. People working in these areas
can benefit from developing a greater awareness of the
difficulties that can arise when attempting to find, analyse
and extract information photographs and digital images.
This is a demanding and challenging area, researchers
and research groups (both in academia and industry) can
underestimate the difficulties that can arise when attempting
to process an image. This can result in a number of serious
problems where the description of an image is misleading or
erroneous, and the results from an attempt at analysing an
image are seriously flawed. In order for image processing to

be done in a way that is robust and traceable, it is essential
that researchers are aware of the issues that are involved
in processing the input image data and are given access to
the information that they will need to help them to make
decisions about analysing and visualising image data sets. The
library community is in a key position, it can help to bridge
the technical disciplines that are involved in these processes,
and provide information to end users of image data, so that
the information and the associated issues are presented in a
way that is both accessible and technically robust.
Image processing is a basic activity that is an essential tool
for analysing and extracting useful information from image
data. It is a multidisciplinary activity that can span several
areas. Libraries and library staff are in a strong position to
help researchers to make more effective use of image data.
Library staff have transferable skills related to searching and
organising and cataloguing information and these skills are a
valuable resource that should make a significant contribution
to developing the infrastructure that is necessary to support
rigorous and traceable approaches to image processing.
Paola can be contacted on: ucylpas@ucl.ac.uk
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Corel Painter 12 launches
Corel Painter 12, the newest
version of ‘the world’s most
powerful digital art studio,’ is now
available. It claims to combine
the industry’s most advanced
and realistic digital painting and
illustration tools, unprecedented
speed, and a new highly
customisable interface. Available
for Mac or PC, Corel Painter 12
gives artists and photographers
‘power and creative freedom
beyond anything previously
possible’ with either traditional or
digital art tools.
The newest release

features new real brushes,
unique progressive art tools,
customisable workspaces and
faster performance to open
up new creative pathways and
possibilities. Real Watercolour
and Real Wet Oil brushes recreate
the liquidity and viscosity of
flowing and blending paint, water
or solvent and textures with a
new and astounding level of
realism. Mirror Painting and the
mesmerising Kaleidoscope tool
which enables artists to transform
brushstrokes into a balanced
spectrum of colourful shapes or
blends from three to 12 planes are
also introduced in this release.
Andy Church, product manager
for Corel Painter at Corel, said,
“Our goal is to consistently provide
our artists with powerful tools
that enable them to expand and
express their creative visions and
to achieve the most stunning and
realistic results possible. Our artists
provide the inspiration and Painter
provides the power, freedom, and
control unmatched in any other
creative environment.”
For a free, fully-functional, trial
version, visit www.corel.com/painter
Corel Painter 12 is available now
in English at the SRP of £274.80 for
the full version and £142.80 for the
upgrade, both including VAT. The
electronic download versions are
available from www.corel.com .
Commercial and academic volume
licences are also available
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New company for archives, museums and local studies
Axiell has announced the launch
of a new company specialising
in collection management for
Archives, Local Studies and
Museums. The new company,
Axiell CALM Limited, previously
operated as a separate business
unit within Axiell Ltd, supplying
the Calm collection management
system used by over 400 Archives,
Museums and Records Offices.
Malcolm Howitt, previously
Axiell business manager for Calm,
has been appointed managing
director of Axiell CALM. He
says, “At Group level in Axiell
we reviewed how to offer the
best service to the archives
and museums sector. The new
organisational structure gives us
the opportunity to develop and
expand on the range of solutions
we can offer to clients in the UK
and internationally, and signals
our intention to continue to
support them in building the best
services possible for their own
user communities.”
He adds, “From a product and
services perspective, this is a
very positive step by the board
of Axiell Group in acknowledging
the strength of the Calm brand,
investing in a growing portfolio
for the future, and aiming to
strengthen Axiell as the Cultural
Services partner of choice.”
More than 400 archives and
museums use Calm as their

collection management system,
including the Parliamentary
Archives, Surrey History Centre,
Transport for London and the
Wellcome Library.

The new company will continue
to operate from Axiell UK’s head
office in Nottingham, from where
services such as administration,
support and development will
continue to be delivered.
Axiell Limited is part of the
wider Axiell Group AB which
provides products and services to
the Cultural Services sector across
the UK and in Scandinavia. Axiell
Group is a supplier of IT systems
and services dedicated to libraries,
archives and museums and places
great emphasis on development.
www.axiell.com
marketing@axiell.com

Our cover photograph
Our cover photograph shows
the new home for the archives
of The Rothschild Foundation at
Waddesdon Manor at Windmill
Hill, Waddesdon Manor, the family
estate of Lord Rothschild.
This archive is one of the best
family collections in Europe and
a separate institution to The
Rothschild Archive based in the
City of London. Over summer
2011, these archives will move
into new premises in New Court,
St Swithin’s Lane, the historic
location of the Rothschild Bank.
The Archive Trust, founded in
1999, preserves the historic
records of the Rothschild family
banking businesses.
Lighting designers Speirs +
Major worked on the new archive
and research centre, designed
by Stephen Marshall Architects.
Inside the main archive building,
an oak gridshell roof structure
creates a vast reading room
overlooking one of the courtyards.
The timber grid shell is softly
uplit in warm white light from
concealed LED sources mounted
above the book stacks, while the
bookshelves are illuminated from
neatly concealed soffit slots.
www.rothschildarchive.org/ta/
Bona fide researchers may visit the
archive by appointment
Lighting designers:
www.speirsandmajor.com
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Augmenting reality at the Natural History Museum
John Smith, managing
director of IVC Media,
explains how the Natural
History Museum’s new
Darwin Centre is using
augmented reality to bring
a new dimension to the
centre’s visitors

The Natural History Museum has recently opened the doors
to its brand new Darwin Centre. A spectacular giant cocoon
made from concrete, steel and glass is home to the Natural
History Museum’s collections of specimens as well as displays
and interactive activities for the general public. It also houses
the Attenborough Studio in which a very new and unique
experience has been created for visitors.

bringing content alive with augmented reality
From a technology perspective the Darwin Centre has
taken a step into the future. To achieve the level of audience
participation required and to incorporate all the Natural
History Museum’s innovative ideas from a technology and
engineering point of view, the Attenborough Studio has
become something quite unique: a totally automated,
sophisticated hybrid broadcast studio and AV presentation
space, which can be operated by museum staff to allow the
general public to quite literally ‘engage’ with scientists at
work 363 days of the year. The provision of integrated live
audio and an outside broadcast feed or fly away standard
definition video conference system enables scientists working
within the Darwin Centre research labs to present their
work to the general public for the first time. The recently
completed final stage in this project was a further step to
bring content alive with augmented reality.
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Working with the Natural History Museum and BBC
Research Labs, IVC Media used ‘augmented reality’.
Augmented reality is the blending of computer graphics into
real life and this is the first time augmented reality has been
used in a high profile public space in this way. The public
audience can now view a new interactive film which shows
enhanced and individualised content through the medium of
bespoke handheld touchscreen devices, designed by
IVC Media.

something quite unique: a totally automated,
sophisticated hybrid broadcast studio and AV
presentation space
But what are the practical applications of augmented
reality to art, library, museum and education? In virtual reality

a simulated version of the real-world replaces the real one
but with augmented reality, imagery or text is overlaid onto
a real-world view in real time, to enhance the onlooker’s
experience.
In our everyday life we are gradually starting to see
augmented reality being introduced. Imagine exiting a
train station and using the camera on your mobile device to
look around you. The radar recognises the direction of your
gaze and identifies objects in front of you. Objects might be
buildings like a library or museum, for example. As you look
around, layers of information could be displayed on screen
depending on whether you are interested in the history of the
building, finding the closest seating area or which attractions
are currently open to the public.
Once an object is selected, a toolbar can allow further
information about that object to be accessed. In this manner,
rich information about the environment and its objects are
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overlaid on the real world, via the mobile screen, adding
interest and providing further insight that is relevant to the
viewer. The potential application for this technology in the
museum and visitor attraction industry is truly fascinating
because it can make information about exhibits more
relevant and interactive, enhancing the visitor experience.
The development of the merger of digitally generated
graphics and pictures and reality is increasingly altering our
perception of the way we see the world. It also has potential
to generate revenue streams through appropriate advertising
or simply to supply additional and relevant information.
Because the supplementary information and images
surrounding the real world of the user are supplied digitally,
augmented reality by its very nature is interactive. Content
can be further individualised by self selection to provide an
enhanced and even more relevant and useful experience.
Most interestingly, augmented reality could have valuable
potential applications in public spaces to help develop
visitor experiences.

images to screens around the studio, interact with museum
scientists, play with virtual specimens and take part in
quizzes. Through the handheld device individuals can also
see the augmented reality projected into the studio in real
time so that an intricate tree of life appears to move within
the studio itself.

the audience can send images to screens around the
studio, interact with museum scientists and play
with virtual specimens
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spaces to potentially present their offering to the general
public in a way which has never before been seen.
Augmented reality is changing the way we see the world
and this has new and exciting applications for museums,
galleries and archives. For establishments under constant
pressure to maintain visitors and remain competitive,
augmented reality has the potential to add interest and
widen the appeal. However, most importantly, augmented
reality provides a new way to dramatically enhance and
improve visitor experiences.
Natural History Museum www.nhm.ac.uk

The Attenborough Studio has been created as a state-ofthe-art communication centre where innovation technology,
museum specimens, live animals, spectacular natural history
film footage and museum scientists come together to create
an inspiring programme of free daily films and live events for
the general public. With the addition of augmented reality
shown on bespoke designed touchscreen devices, this project
is set to lead the way for other visitor attractions and public

For further information about augmented reality and its realworld applications please visit: www.ivcmedia.co.uk
IVC Media is an integrated systems integrator. IVC’s
understanding of the open nature of today’s mobile and fixed
networks and technologies allows the company to engage with
clients to conceptualise, design, supply and deliver the most
sophisticated bespoke multimedia systems

rich information about the environment and its
objects are overlaid on the real world
At the Natural History Museum, visitors view a film entitled
‘Who do you think you really are?’. This features a unique
film-making technology allowing Sir David Attenborough
to take the audience on a virtual journey back through
our evolutionary past, to where digitally overlaid extinct
creatures appear to roam around in the studio. By simply
moving an interactive handheld touchscreen, it is possible for
individuals to effectively interact with the environment in the
Attenborough Studio from their own perspective.
The augmented reality effect has been achieved with
the use of three independent screens, web cams and the
implementation of 80 LED markers located around the
theatre. These allow the viewing angle of the handheld
touchscreens to be detected and an image rendered on the
individual screens, which alters depending on the way the
device is moved.
The individual handsets also allow the audience to send
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Photo: Visitors in Cocoon in the Darwin Centre at the Natural History Museum, London. Up to 2,500 people a day will travel through Cocoon, an awe-inspiring new public space
that will open up the hidden world of the Museum’s science.
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Money back for your old IT
With many organisations choosing
to deploy the latest technology
and refreshing their IT on a regular
basis, there can be substantial
‘life’ left in the old equipment. It
is a waste to send this redundant
kit straight to recycling, but most
organisations do not have the
skills or time to do anything more.
There is a company that
manages end-of-life equipment
and returns money to the client
when the equipment is resold.
Return On IT helps organisations
to reduce costs through the
planned retirement of their IT
assets, returns money from IT
reuse, and recycles computers

in a secure, socially responsible
way. The company provides a
professional WEEE compliant
service to collect and where
possible reuse computers, having
performed refurbishment, data
erasure and asset cleaning.
70 percent of any revenue from
reuse is returned to the client;
some clients put the money back
in to the IT budget to offset service
costs and fund new projects, other
clients see the money as a bonus
and use it towards charitable or
sustainability projects. If reuse is
not possible, then equipment is
recycled in the UK. Return On IT
clients include the Informa Group
and Mondial Assistance. The
company is a finalist in the Green
IT Awards 2011.
www.returnonit.co.uk
www.greenitawards.com
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Hoppé at the National
Portrait Gallery, London
The first major exhibition in over
30 years dedicated to the
photographer E.O.Hoppé runs at
the National Portrait Gallery,
London until 31 May 2011. Hoppé
(1878-1972) was one of the most
important photographers of the
first half of the twentieth century
and much of his work has only
recently been reassembled.
Hoppé Portraits: Society, Studio
and Street brings together for the
first time his strikingly modernist
portraits alongside his fascinating
documentary studies capturing
the realities of day-to-day life in
Britain between the wars.
www.npg.org.uk
This issue’s front cover image features
a Hoppé photograph

Digital preservation
Experts in capturing and
preserving precious digital
material, from science to art. for
future generations are stepping
up their efforts to stem the loss
of material through constantly
evolving technologies. Digital
preservationists Dr David
Anderson and Dr Janet Delve
of the University of Portsmouth,
are leading a project to preserve
the complex digital age,
including helping save digital art
from oblivion.
Project partners the British
Library, University of Glasgow,
King’s College, London and French
technology company Joguin sas
have won £185,000 funding to
hold three symposia at which
world leaders in the preservation
of complex digital materials
will share and extend their
knowledge.
Dr Anderson, co-principle
investigator, said, “Significant
progress has been made already
in capturing and saving complex
materials and environments but
there are considerable challenges
ahead of us. For example,
interactive digital art works, 3D
visualisations and videogames
are highly complex digital objects
which are not capable of being
faithfully preserved over the long
term using traditional techniques.
“The threat is very real that
unless we do something, we’ll

have a “lost generation” in terms
of our cultural heritage. Past
generations captured who they
were and what they did via
museums and books, but the pace
of technological development in
the digital age has outstripped
our capacity for preservation.
“Digital preservation is
desperately important. In
technology little things change
all the time. Over the course
of a 20 or 30 year working life
the software we use is updated
or made obsolete all the time
but most of us aren’t really
bothered by the changes. But in
terms of science and art, digital
preservation is increasingly
important. Scientists in 100
years’ time will need the records
made today to further their
understanding just as today’s
scientists study what went before
in terms of their research.
“If we don’t preserve the digital
art made today, it could be like
walking into a world famous
gallery and seeing nothing on
the walls, that no art has survived
some global meltdown.’”
www.port.ac.uk/departments/
academic/ct/ Complex Objects
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Illustration: Lost twice? A digital visualisation of the Odeon at the ruined city of Pompeii by scholars led by Martin Blazeby, King’s College London, 2010. Such digital art is
under threat.
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Digitisation in diverse collections: practical details are important
Most libraries, archives and museums
around the globe are now confronting the
challenges of providing digital access to
their collections. As digitisation becomes
more widespread, there is huge demand
for detailed guidance on best practice.
While much has been written on the theory,
these practical aspects have often been
neglected, but they are significant not only
in safeguarding the collection during image
capture but also in ensuring that projects run
smoothly and the resulting digital collection
is of high quality.

digitisation... a complex business.... and high risk
where successful completion is crucial

By Bülow, Anna E and Ahmon, Jess.
London: Facet Publishing; 2011. 279p.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-711-1
£44.95; price to CILIP members £35.96
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Digitisation is a complex business
involving not only image capture, indexing,
transcription and delivery but also technical
issues around online presentation, digital
file management and digital preservation. At
the same time, digitisation projects are high
risk ventures where successful completion is
crucial. While much has been written on the
various elements of digitisation, the practical
aspects have often been neglected. These
practical details are significant not only in
safeguarding the collection during image
capture but also in making sure that image
capture runs smoothly and successfully.
The book largely draws on experiences
at the National Archives UK, where the
collection consists of a wide variety of
materials, media and formats. However, many
of the principles and processes described
here can also be applied to digitisation
in a library context, or anywhere where
hand-written or printed heritage is to be

digitised in a systematic manner. This book
is particularly relevant for the digitisation
of collections of very diverse materials
and where the documents are of varying
condition, but it is valid for any collection for
which long-term preservation is a priority.

a ‘how-to’ reference manual for collection
managers who are embarking on a digitisation
project or who are managing an existing project
The book is well written and never a
chore to read. Each chapter provides a
concise summary and detailed bibliography.
Examples of relevant case studies are
scattered throughout and there are
numerous photos to help the narrative.
The authors are Dr. Anna E. Bülow and
Jess Ahmon MA MSC. Dr Bülow is head of
preservation at The National Archives and the
editor of the Journal of Paper Conservation.
She has written and presented on a wide
range of subjects including degradation
mechanisms of paper, environmental
monitoring and control, risk assessment
and digitisation. Jess Ahmon is preservation
officer at The National Archives and has given
a number of presentations on the challenges
of digitisation of original documents.

a valuable resource for all collection and project
managers of archival collections
This book offers guidance covering the
end-to-end process of digitising collections,
from selecting records for digitisation to
choosing suppliers and equipment and
dealing with documents that present
individual problems. As such, it can be
used as a ‘how-to’ reference manual for
collection managers who are embarking on

a digitisation project or who are managing
an existing project. It also covers some of the
wider issues such as the use of surrogates for
preservation, and the long term sustainability
of digital access.
Key areas covered are:
•
Digitisation in the context of collection
management;
•
Before you digitise: resources, suppliers
and surrogates;
•
The digital image;
•
The process of selection;
•
Surveying collections;
•
Equipment for image capture;
•
Preparation of document formats and
fastenings;
•
Preparation of damaged documents;
•
Setting up the imaging operation.
Preparing Collections for Digitization aims
to address a perceived gap in the literature
by focusing on the actual image capture
operation with particular emphasis on all
matters concerning the preservation and
preparation of the original documents. It is
intended that this book should complement
rather than replace existing publications. In
summary, this book is a valuable resource
for all collection and project managers who
have responsibility for the preservation of
archival collections, as well as all industry
professionals whose role touches on the
digitisation of collections.

Kevin Curran is
Senior Lecturer in
Computer Science,
University of Ulster
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Freely accessible national
public union catalogue

Photo: Agapito Sanchez

Internet to save civilisation
Why the Net Matters is the new
book by neuroscientist and author
David Eagleman and is available
worldwide only to iPad users.
Why have societies before
us collapsed? Do we face the
same fate? In this app, David
Eagleman (author of international
bestseller SUM) proposes that the
invention of the internet averts
the major existential threats that
brought down those before us. By
demonstrating how the net can
contend with epidemics, natural
disasters, tyranny, energy depletion
and other maladies, Eagleman
shows how our existential equations
have changed forever.
The book allows the user to
access each chapter at random
using a unique navigational
interface. Once in a chapter you can
‘zoom out’ to see where you are in
the course of the argument, and to
see how far you have progressed
through the content. The interface
also enables the user to ‘drill down’
into key terms to get more detail on
concepts and entities.
Each chapter richly weaves text
images, videos, webpages and
interactive 3D models. The visuals
can be enjoyed alone by sweeping
aside the text with one click.
Readable in portrait or landscape,

the app leverages all the
functionality familiar from iBooks
such as page swiping and a bottom
navigational bar, but re-configures
it into a new experience that brings
the content alive. David Eagleman
has spent years researching this
topic and plans to release regular
updates so that the content will
dynamically evolve with new world
events.
Published by Canongate Books Ltd
www.eagleman.com
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OCLC and The Combined Regions
(TCR) have announced plans to
launch Britain’s first freely accessible
national public library union
catalogue. Containing the
bibliographic data from 80 percent
of the UK’s public libraries, the
service will make it possible for
web users to simultaneously search
9 million bibliographic records and
50 million holdings. This means
that bibliographic data will become
more discoverable on the open
web. Indexing of WorldCat data
through search engines such as
Google and Yahoo! will vastly
improve awareness of public
library resources and drive
significantly increased traffic back
to local libraries.
The system requires a current
full package UnityUK subscription,
and is designed to increase visibility
for public library holdings,
positioning them as primary
sources of information alongside
other web resources.
The first phase of this project is
to produce an initial ‘proof of
concept’ which will be available for
review by those UnityUK libraries
with a full package subscription in
March 2011.

1914-18 archive alliance
The German National Library,
Oxford University and Europeana
have signed an agreement
to digitise family papers and
memorabilia from the First World
War to create an online archive
about the people involved in
the conflict.
Oxford University began the
initiative when it asked people
across Britain to bring family
letters, photographs and keepsakes
from the War to be digitised. The
success of the idea – which became
the Great War Archive – has
encouraged Europeana, Europe’s
digital archive, library and museum,
to bring the German National
Library into an alliance with Oxford
University to roll out the scheme
in Germany. The collaboration

will bring German soldiers’ stories
online alongside their British
counterparts in a 1914-18 archive.
Jill Cousins, executive director
of Europeana, says that the
organisation is well placed to
bring together such partnerships,
“Europeana acts as the facilitator
in an extensive cross-European
network of
libraries, museums
and archives. We
aim to create
partnerships with
organisations from
other theatres of
the First World War,
such as Belgium,
France and the
Eastern Front, so
their stories can be included.”
Email: ww1lit@oucs.ox.ac.uk

www.oclc.org/uk/en/productworks/
ukunioncat.htm
Email: uk@oclc.org
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Archives: to emerge as a renewed
force in the 21st century?

Edited by Hill, Jennie. London, UK: Facet
Publishing; 2010. 256p.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-666-4.
£49.95 Price (to CILIP members): £39.96
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The way in which we view the nature of
archives and the role of the archivist has
changed significantly in the last few decades.
With increasing interest from outside the
profession, the idea of archives as the static,
impartial carriers of truth and the archivist as
a guardian of records has been questioned.
There have been a number of other changes
which have impacted upon the way archivists
conceive of themselves and the way in which
they work. Chief among these are the rapid
rise of technology and the challenges this
poses, and the changing place of archives
within related fields, such as records and
information management.
It is imperative that archivists engage with
these challenges if archives are to emerge
as a renewed force in the 21st century. This
book is designed not as a practical guide to
professional practice, but rather as a reader
addressing these challenges. The chapters
are contributed by leaders in the field, and
are grouped around the four core themes:
(1) defining archives, (2) shaping a discipline,
(3) Archives 2.0: archives in society and
(4) archives in the information age.
The editor, Jennie Alison Hill, is a lecturer
in archives and records management at
the department of information studies,
Aberystwyth University. She has previously
worked in a wide range of local and national
archive services.
Each chapter represents a defined
argument in its own right to enable readers
to dip in and out of the collection as they
wish, and the book is structured to highlight
chapters that share a common theme. The
content is structured as follows:
Chapter 1: ‘Where do we come from?
What are we? Where are we going? Situating
the archive and archivists’ by Victoria Lane

and Jennie Hill examines archives and
archivists in the context of past present
and future. It foreshadows many of the
themes discussed elsewhere in the book –
the growing influence of postmodernism
on the profession pervades many of the
chapters here, the interconnectedness of
creator, user and archivist as well as the
need to balance the ‘traditional’ skills with
recent developments in digital technology
and the place of the archivist within these
changes and the growing interest in
the notion of archives from outside the
discipline. It explores the broad movement
within archives from the positivist outlook,
which highlighted the impartiality and
transparency of the archivist, through
more recent reactions to the postmodern
turn in archives which has enabled us
to challenge this positivist ideology and
question the role of archives, archivists,
users and creators in new ways, and
concludes by looking at the future challenges
and directions for archivists.

we must be prepared for the next complex forms
of digital records (e.g. holographic)
Chapter 2 ‘Encounters with the self:
archives and research’ by Sue Breakell argues
that the archivist’s function is at once more
important than ever and more devolved
with users wanting their own control and
ownership of their personalised research
resources. Archival perspectives and
expertise deserve to be better-represented
in critical debates about the archive and
the various manifestations of history in
contemporary cultures. The better the
archivist can understand the context of the
user’s interaction with archives, as well as the
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context of the archives they want to see, the
better we can both engage with discussion
and accommodate the changing needs of
the audiences.
Chapter 3 ‘Strangely unfamiliar: ideas
of the archive from outside the discipline’
by Alexandrina Buchanan explores the
understanding of the archive in other
disciplines, especially those of history, art
and literary studies, from the perspective
of the archivist. It aims to share an
understanding of the current situation
and identify possible points of contact and
potential for productive dialogue. Although
many archivists may feel estranged by some
definitions of ‘the archive’ found in other
disciplines, nevertheless it is hoped that
readers may also see parallels.
Chapter 4 ‘Structural and formal analysis:
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the contribution of diplomatics to archival
appraisal in the digital environment’ by
Luciana Duranti introduces structural and
formal analysis and the area of diplomatics
which was developed as a science for the
purpose of determining the authenticity of
records of unproven origin. Thus it comprises
a body of concepts about the nature of
records, their characteristics, components,
effects and relationships, the requirements
for their trustworthiness and genuineness,
and a methodology for identifying the entity
record and assessing its authenticity in any
context. Duranti concludes that while we
wait for the time to come, we need
to continue to develop the science of
diplomatics and its methodological tools so
that the appraisal of the next complex forms
of digital records (e.g. holographic) in the
context of the new activities that will use
them will not find us unprepared.
Chapter 5, ‘Archivistics: science or art?’

the idea of archives as the static, impartial carriers
of truth and the archivist as a guardian of records
has been questioned
by Eric Ketelaar examines the question of
whether archivistics is a science or an art.
We find that an archivist may well process
archives by employing skill and knowledge,
not caring about archival theory. It can
be argued that every practitioner starts
from hypotheses and ideas. We find the
practitioner often accepts these hypotheses
straightaway as true and is concerned with
the operational side. Yet at some point,
they have to address more fundamental
questions to prevent archives’ management
from becoming routine and in order to find
answers to changing technologies
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and challenges.
Chapter 6 ‘Archons, aliens and angels:
power and politics in the archive’ by Verne
Harris argues that there can be no political
power without control of the archive so
that democratisation, always a process
imperfectly realised and always drawing on
powers, formations and energies, can never
fully remove the politics (archon) from the
archive (arkheion).

losing parts of our collective memory through
technological obsolescence ...
Chapter 7 ‘Interactivity, flexibility and
transparency: social media and Archives 2.0’
by Kate Theimer discusses how the common
thread of a new focus on the users of archives
runs through increases in interactivity,
flexibility and transparency. While not
directly caused by the evolution of web
technology, this emphasis on the researcher
has coincided with the rise of social media
tools that also emphasise user participation.
Therefore, it is not that surprising that
today’s archivists are increasingly taking
advantage of social media to reach more
potential users, share more materials, seek
out user contributions and demystify the
archival endeavour.
Chapter 8 ‘The impact of independent
and community archives on professional
archival thinking and practice’ by Andrew
Flinn seeks to examine the extent to which
independent and community archives
challenge and transform the theory and
practice of archivists. It examines whether
‘radical archiving’ (even if it applied to all
independent and community archives)
represents a real radical departure from
traditional thinking and practice. In the final

analysis, for theory, the chapter
concludes with a guarded ‘Yes’.
Chapter 9 ‘The postcustodial
archive’ by Adrian Cunningham
looks at how archives are very
different institutions today and
archivists think and operate in
very different ways. Tensions
remain between the legal and
accountability role of archives
and their social, cultural and
historical roles. While there is no
reason why these roles should
be incompatible, they usually
reflect contingent circumstances
and often entail differences in
orientation, emphasis and language which
can lead to misunderstandings. Either way,
it is important for archivists to have a clear
understanding of the higher purposes that
their activities serve.
Chapter 10 ‘Information management,
records management, knowledge
management: the place of archives in a
digital age’ by Nicole Convery highlights the
idea of losing parts of our collective
memory through technological obsolescence
and inadequate digital preservation
mechanisms as worrying the archival
profession. The focus has shifted from longterm to mid-term preservation requirements
due to rapid technological change. It is
essential that the archives sector is able to
respond to this challenge and continues to
increase the proportion of records that are
accessible online.
Finally, Chapter 11 ‘Appraisal and the future
of archives in the digital era’ by Richard
J. Cox examines three key areas. First, it
characterises how information technologies
are transforming our world. Second, a brief
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case is made for why appraisal is the central
and most important archival function. Third,
it relates the new digital technologies to
archival appraisal, making a case that archival
appraisal must become more rigorous, and
speculating about the archivist of the future.
This book offers a clearly organised
approach to developments in archives
and recordkeeping for students following
postgraduate training courses in archive
administration as well as for archive
professionals wishing to refresh and update
their understanding of the profession. It
is well-written and never a chore to read.
It is a book that does not have to be read
sequentially and I suspect it will find a niche
audience that will treasure the contents for
many years to come.

Kevin
Aldalin
Curran
Lyngdoh,
is
Senior
BMA Library,
Lecturer in
Computer
Tavistock Square,
Science,
University
London, WC1H
of Ulster
9JP
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online presence complements physical exhibition

features

Accessing collections through online exhibitions

The Bodleian Libraries recently opened its winter exhibition,
Shelley’s Ghost: Reshaping the Image of a Literary Family,
in partnership with the New York Public Library (NYPL).
Curated by Stephen Hebron, and drawing on the rich Shelley
collections of Oxford and the NYPL, the exhibition explores
the life and works of one of Britain’s greatest literary families:
Percy Bysshe Shelley, his wife Mary Shelley, and her parents
William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft. A decision was
made to extend the outreach impact of the exhibition by
creating an online version, made possible by a generous
donation from Dr Leonard Polonsky to support digital
access to Bodleian collections. This exciting project resulted
in http://shelleysghost.bodleian.ox.ac.uk, which supports
and supplements the physical exhibition designed by the
Bodleian’s exhibitions team.

The objectives
• introduce and maintain the exhibition for a wider
geographical audience than is possible through a fixedperiod, physical exhibition
• extend the reach of the exhibition to a broad range of
audiences by offering varying levels of detail in the content
• create a rich experience of exhibits using the opportunities
a digital channel provides
• use social media to encourage user-generated content and
publicity.
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The challenges:
Choosing the right technical partners
Getting this right is critical to a project, so our online
exhibitions team developed a detailed brief and sought
recommendations from colleagues and peers before inviting
companies to tender. We eventually chose Surface Impression
for the project for their user-centric approach, their relevant
experience, and their content management system (Content
Curator) which provided great functionality out-of-the-box.

the exhibition explores the life and works of one of
Britain’s greatest literary families

Image: Shelley relics 39. Portrait identified as Mary Shelley.

Alison Prince, web manager at the
Bodleian Libraries describes how the
Libraries recently launched its first
website designed to run alongside a
physical exhibition. She explains how
the libraries introduced digitisation
of the exhibits and complementary
material, digital channels to access
the exhibition and social media such
as Twitter to generate publicity

Digitisation
The other immediate challenge was the digitisation of
exhibits. Substantial digitisation work is ongoing at the
Bodleian but, with such extensive collections to deal with,
only around 30 percent of the objects for this particular
exhibition had ever been scanned or photographed. Existing
images were sourced where possible and the Bodleian’s
specialist Imaging Services (and their counterparts in the
NYPL) were contracted to photograph a large number
of items. Wherever feasible, complete manuscripts were
digitised, rather than just the pages being exhibited, to
enrich the online experience. To acknowledge the value of
these digital assets, and also to support academics using the
website, every image was uploaded with its unique shelfmark,
as well as a credit line and (for Bodleian images) a link to
where the image could be purchased for restricted uses.

Creating a rich experience
The digital channel provides different opportunities for
engaging users with the exhibition material and we were
keen to exploit these. There have been three clear “winners”
on the website to date in terms of this rich, interactive

content. We are very lucky in that our collections include Mary
Shelley’s handwritten draft of Frankenstein (which had already
been digitised) so we were able to compile the images into
two ‘page turners’ allowing users, for the first time, to view
all that remains of the manuscript in Mary’s own words and
with her (and her husband’s) corrections. The manuscript is
also on display in the physical exhibition, but it is obviously
only possible to see the pages that are chosen for display
in whatever level of detail your eyes can manage. We also
recruited University of Oxford student actors to perform a
series of podcasts that bring some of the key manuscripts and
personal letters to life, including Shelley’s poem Ozymandias
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and his first wife’s suicide letter. These have proved extremely
popular. The third of the most used rich content elements
on the website is the video introduction by Stephen Hebron
that we created with Oxford University’s Media Production
Unit to provide an authoritative overview to the exhibition, its
themes and exhibits.
Other ways in which we used digital to engage users include:
• a “Who’s Who” family tree that allows users to look up
names mentioned in exhibit descriptions and the progress of
the family archive to the Bodleian
• a simple interactive floor plan to give a view of the
exhibition in the room layout

features

• detailed transcripts of difficult-to-read manuscripts that
reflect the crossings out and layout of the originals
• slideshows highlighting features of the website and
providing a browsable timeline
• a zoom function on all images
• keyword tagging to create other “views” of exhibits
(particularly identifying “highlights” for time-pressed visitors
and biography pages that pull together exhibits related to
individuals of interest)

bring along as a value added activity. The exhibition book and
other merchandise are also being promoted on the website
in a “Shop” section and some of the merchandise has been
designed to feature the website URL.
The location-based exhibition is also supporting the online
version by promoting the URL on its printed collateral and
by using the website in the exhibition room to provide
interactive activities for visitors, especially via a dedicated
“Media & podcasts” page.

Social media

we used “Add This” to make it possible to share
every page on the site, together with separate “like”
(Facebook) and “tweet” (Twitter) buttons

Another key challenge was to use social media in a coordinated way to take advantage of opportunities for user
dissemination. We used “Add This” to make it possible to
share every page on the site, together with separate “like”
(Facebook) and “tweet” (Twitter) buttons. We implemented
comment functionality on the object pages to encourage
user generated content and as a way of tracking user
experience. The “Behind the Scenes” blog provides insight
and a subscription opportunity. A video competition utilises
popular video platforms like YouTube and Vimeo, creating
a further opportunity for user-generated content on the
site and a “community” contribution to the exhibition
through a growing gallery of entries showcasing individual
interpretations of featured works. We have also been using
#shelleysghost on our own Twitter account (@bodleianlibs)
to raise awareness of the exhibition, as well asking colleagues
within other areas of the university to mention us in their
social media.

There are many other unique digital resources that have
been created by (or with the support of) the Bodleian
Libraries, so we were keen to identify and link to other
appropriate websites. The launch of the website coincided
with the launch of the completed Abinger collection
catalogue (the Abinger collection being the last part of the
Shelley archive to be acquired, in 2004 ) and also the recently
launched digitised version of William Godwin’s diaries.

Bringing the strands together
It has been critical to the success of the project to try and
ensure that all strands of activity are co-ordinated and
complementary. We have tried hard to achieve this: the
website creative is sympathetic to the design features of
other exhibition materials, and everything shown in the
exhibition is also available online, alongside information on
how to visit in person and an electronic version of the printed
guide for visitors. In addition, we created a simple “Shelley
in Oxford walking tour” on the website (using Google Maps
technology) aimed particularly at visitors to print out and
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William Godwin’s diaries: godwindiary.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/

Bodleian Library, University of Oxford, 2010.

Photo: Shelley relics (h). Shelley’s baby rattle. ©
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Taking Shelley’s Ghost into the classroom
We were aware that the content of the website had links with
the National Curriculum and could potentially be an excellent
resource for curriculum enrichment activities. We worked
with a University of Oxford Outreach Officer to produce PDF
activity sheets, aimed at teachers, to show a range of ideas on
how the website could be used in the classroom, including
syllabus links and target age groups. These also encourage
use of the skills that can be developed through using a digital
resource.

Analytics and the learning of lessons
The Bodleian Libraries has a lot of experience in making
its content available online through a variety of projectfunded websites, but this was the first time a website was
developed to run alongside a physical exhibition. As a result,
it is particularly important to us that we are able to measure
success (or failure!), adjust things where we can and learn
for the future (the Kaizen approach). Good data is required
to achieve this, so Google Analytics has been incorporated
throughout the exhibition website and also the supporting
blog. The “Add this” tool generates its own data and open
source Twapperkeeper is currently collecting our tweets. The
more qualitative data collected in the user testing reports, as
well as (we hope) comments left on the website and in the
exhibition room will provide an invaluable “human” layer
to the mix. We are already beginning to analyse this data,
and identify and discuss important issues for exhibitions
(and for all future project websites) that share the Bodleian’s
collections.
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www.surfaceimpression.com
Twitter: @bodleianlibs; #shelleysghost
http://shelleysghost.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Abinger Collection: www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/dept/scwmss/wmss/
online/1500-1900/abinger/abinger.html

Shelley’s Ghost: Reshaping the Image of a Literary Family at
the Bodleian
3 December 2010 – 27 March 2011
(Closed 23 December 2010 – 3 January 2011)
Exhibition Room, Bodleian Library
9.00 am - 5.00 pm (Mon - Fri); 9.00 am – 4.30 pm (Sat);
11.00 am -5.00 pm (Sun) Admission free
Alison can be contacted on: T: 01865 277235
Email: alison.prince@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
The companion volume of the same title, Shelley’s Ghost:
Reshaping the Image of a Literary Family by Stephen Hebron
and Elizabeth C. Denlinger is published by Bodleian Library
Publishing. The book can be purchased in the Bodleian Shop or
online at www.bodleianbookshop.co.uk
Paperback, 192 pp, ISBN: 978 1 85124 339 6, £19.99

Further information:
The Bodleian Libraries of the University of Oxford form the largest university library system in the United Kingdom. They include the principal University
library—the Bodleian Library—which has been a library of legal deposit for 400 years; major research libraries; and libraries attached to faculties,
departments and other institutions of the University. The combined library collections number more than 11 million printed items, in addition to 30,000
eJournals and vast quantities of materials in other formats. The Old Bodleian is also a major visitor attraction, drawing over 300,000 visitors a year. More
information about the Bodleian Libraries and their activities can be found at www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk.
The exhibition features manuscripts and items from the Abinger Papers which are today held in the Bodleian Libraries, together with items given earlier by
the Shelley family, treasures lent by the Pforzheimer Collection of The New York Public Library, and loans from other private owners. The Bodleian Library’s
Abinger Collection consists of correspondence and papers, including diaries and journals, relating predominantly to William Godwin, Mary Wollstonecraft,
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and their circles. The papers were deposited on long-term loan at the Bodleian Library from 1974 to
2004, when the library was finally able to purchase the Abinger Collection outright, due to the generosity of the National Heritage Memorial Fund, the Carl
and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation, and other institutional and individual donors. A detailed catalogue of the entire collection has recently been completed
for publication online.
The collection in New York was the creation of the financier Carl H. Pforzheimer, Sr., who took a special interest in the lives and works of Shelley and his
contemporaries. It was developed by his descendants, and in 1986 the Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation donated the Shelley and his Circle Collection
to the New York Public Library.
Stephen Hebron has published widely in the field of British Romanticism, and curated a series of exhibitions at the Wordsworth Trust in Cumbria, England.
His previous publications include John Keats: A Poet and His Manuscripts (The British Library, 2009).
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managing and retrieving images

Bluff your way in image management
Roger Mills, formerly head of
Science Liaison and Specialist
Services for Bodleian Libraries
of the University of Oxford,
provides a guide to help
librarians better meet requests
for images and better manage
image stock
Images sell
We live in a highly visual age, where
the conveyance of large amounts of information by visual,
non-verbal means, is taken for granted. A shopping trip in a
foreign supermarket underlines the point – without the visual
clues of familiar packaging the task takes much longer, even if
we understand the printed language (and becomes decidedly
adventurous if we don’t!). Commercial use of images is closely
linked to behaviour manipulation, and the psychology of
what conveys what to whom is a whole area of study in itself.
There is big money involved, which has led to considerable
investment in digital imaging and hence a huge new archive
of image resources and end-user tools which are accessible to
the public though not necessarily free.

So what?
This raises expectation levels amongst library users which
can be challenging for front-line subject librarians to meet.
Student assignments, research reports and items being
prepared for publication are all expected to be appropriately
illustrated, with photos and graphics embedded in the text
and correctly captioned and attributed. Librarians may
be called upon to advise on sources of suitable images,
regulations pertaining to their use, and technical issues
regarding quality and manipulation. They may be involved in
the purchase and retention of images and a host of resulting
collection management issues. While large institutions may
well have dedicated staff to deal with some of these tasks,
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smaller ones may not and most enquiries will start off with
non-specialists. Fortunately there are many sources of help to
draw on. An excellent starting point is the JISC Digital Media
site, www.jiscdigitalmedia.ac.uk, which provides advice,
training courses and news blogs, available to all (though
aimed at the further and higher education sectors, for whom
a free helpdesk service is available). Advice is provided on
still and moving images together with audio and multimedia
issues, covering key points in clear language which assumes
no prior expertise in image management, with online tutorials
available. Topics covered include the creation of digital
images (including raster, vector and animated formats),
delivering digital images to users, using digital images to
support teaching, learning and research, and managing
both small and large scale digitisation projects. The website
includes advice documents, resources, a useful glossary and
an extensive annotated list of image sites.

What do you really want?
The first task, as with any reference enquiry, is to establish
just what it is the enquirer wants. A picture may be worth
a thousand words, but it may take a thousand words to
describe it! This is one of the key challenges in establishing
‘bibliographic control’ for images: describing an image in
words is not easy, and describing them in any other way
is even harder. It is important to establish the context of
the request: knitting, for example, is a technique used in
making cheese as well as clothes! A quick trawl in a general
image search engine (e.g. Picsearch www.picsearch.com)
will probably reveal any obvious potential confusion. Bear
in mind alternative spellings and name forms, particularly
in place names; and when searching for animal or plant
species, search by both common and scientific names;
beware, however, that the same common name may refer
to different species in different regions. Also remember that
the significance of a particular picture may be determined by
context rather than subject, e.g. ‘the first man on the Moon’..
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What’s it for?
Next, establish the intended use of the image, as this may
affect the final choice, and may provide useful parameters for
the search. Simple factors like the required size and format
(landscape v. portrait) may be more influential than the actual
subject. High quality images for publication may be more
readily available from commercial agencies, but the cost
may be prohibitive for some authors, so knowledge of the
available budget is helpful. Low-res images may look fine on
a web page but badly pixellated if projected on a large screen
in a PowerPoint presentation, for example.

How do you find it?
Many requests can be satisfied with digital images available
online, but in some cases printed images in books or
paintings, drawings etc. may need to be photographed. In
some subject areas printed indexes may be available listing
illustrations in published works; Index Londinensis (O. Stapf
and G. A. Pritzel; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1929-1931), for
example, lists all illustrations in major botanical works up to
the 20th century. However, locating and checking the original
works can be time-consuming.

a picture may be worth a thousand words, but it may
take a thousand words to describe it!
Searching for online images is simpler; a wide range of
image search engines is now available, with subject coverage
ranging from the general to the highly specific, and the
content from free to very expensive. They fall into four main
categories: general, including images alongside normal links,
e.g. Google; specialised, indexing only images, and sometimes
offering value-added services such as suggestions for
alternative search terms and scratchpad facilities; metasearch
engines, allowing simultaneous searching of several services
(be aware however that several engines may use the same
source for images and therefore duplicate results); collectionbased, which may be very large archives or small very subjectspecific collections, including stock photo libraries and
community collections like Flickr; and content-based search
engines which search for particular shapes or colours; these
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relationships to other formats, source, context, language,
rights, technical data, and the standards which have been
followed in creating it. There are various schemas in use;
http://metadata.net/ is a handy list of links for exploring them.
Good metadata will greatly improve both retrieval and the
quality of the information displayed to the end user alongside
the image.

Can you use it?
Having identified appropriate images, the librarian may be
called upon to advise on the legality of their use for particular
purposes. This can be complex. UK copyright legislation does
not refer directly to electronic media, but photographs and
images are protected as works of art and generally copyright
of the photographer. The creator of the object imaged and
the subject of the image, if a person, may also have rights. As
for printed books, copyright currently lasts for 70 years after
the death of the photographer (if a UK citizen); photographs
taken prior to 1989 may be subject to longer or shorter
periods. Images may be used under ‘fair dealing’ provisions
for non-commercial research or private study, but inclusion
on a website (including intranets) is reckoned equivalent to
multiple copying and therefore not normally permissible as
‘fair dealing’. Permission should always be sought for such
use; however, establishing the copyright holder is often
very difficult. Always clarify the format for which permission
is required; it may not be transferable to another format
at a later stage. Altering an image in any way, even simply
cropping, can also be an infringement of copyright and
should be avoided. Some images are available under Creative
Commons (http://creativecommons.org/) or similar licences,
which greatly simplifies their use. And as always the source
must be fully acknowledged. A handy summary of the issues
to be considered is given in Paul Pedley, Copyright and
images, Library and Information Update, 6(6) May 2007, 36-37.

How do you charge?
In general, it is simplest if the enquirer purchases, where
necessary, any required images rather than the library
acquiring them for stock and selling copies. However, there
may be occasions when this is appropriate, particularly if
extensive image collections are already held. In such cases,
pricing structures have to be considered, covering image
delivery and reproduction fees, which are normally payable
when authors or publishers wish to use images sourced from
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What should you keep?

altering an image in any way, even simply cropping,
can also be an infringement of copyright
library materials for publication; however, actual fees charged
vary widely across institutions. This can lead to lengthy
arguments. The V&A Museum www.vandaimages.com is often
taken as an example of best practice and may be used as a
starting point in establishing appropriate charging levels.
Remember that quoted charges will always be maxima; they
can always be discounted or waived in particular cases, but
not easily exceeded.

What about description?
If the library does maintain a collection of images, thought
must be given to the metadata standards to be used. This
must also be borne in mind when searching. The metadata
attached to individual images retrievable on the web varies
widely in quality and extent; library-based digital collections
may have high-quality descriptions with full subject indexing
using controlled terms, while community collections may
have no more than a single user-assigned tag. Different search
strategies are needed to ensure successful retrieval. Many
images are embedded within other items such as journal
articles, with no specific metadata at all; products such as CSA
Illustrata are in development to make these retrievable, but in
many cases they can only be identified by manual browsing.
Image metadata is more complex than that for printed
materials; as well as the ‘bibliographic’ description: creator,
title, subject etc., it will typically include details of format,

Having gone to great efforts to locate and supply suitable
images for enquirers, it may seem common sense to retain
them for possible future re-use. In practice this is not a
straightforward decision. A random selection of images
and formats is unlikely to create a worthwhile library, so it
makes sense to devise a detailed collection policy and apply
it strictly. For archival collections it is best to use the highest
available resolution, usually uncompressed TIFF files, as
quality standards improve all the time and today’s top-of-therange will be tomorrow’s bog standard. If the enquirer wanted
something different, this may mean acquiring two versions of
the image in the first place. A common problem with funded
digitisation projects, which have carried out at different times
over several decades, is that they use different standards,
formats and servers and so cannot be easily ‘interfiled’. Where
such collections are identified it is worth bringing them
together so that they can be refreshed and transferred to new
media as required, and given common indexing. Sometimes
an institutional repository may prove the most secure
environment and one that is readily cross-searchable without
additional effort.

How do you keep abreast of all this?
Imaging is a rapidly-changing field; there are many
newsletters and blogs available to help you keep abreast
of what is happening and its implications for your subject
area, which can help improve your level of service to readers
and save you time. Bluffing your way in image management
is really quite easy – and fun! Beware though: it is easy to
become so fascinated you have no time for anything else!
Roger Mills can be contacted on roger.mills@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
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| Dreamstime.com

are still experimental though. For a selection of evaluated
search engines see www.jiscdigitalmedia.ac.uk/stillimages/
advice/review-of-image-search-engines/.

Photo: © Cienpies Design & Communication
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overcoming digital format obsolescence

features

Planets Project: preserving delicate digital materials

The quantities of both born-digital and converted-to-digital
material held by libraries and archives around the world is
growing exponentially. The explosion of online publishing
and the ease and economy with which publishers can
distribute gigabytes of material on DVD has changed the
entire business model for the commercial and academic
exploitation of information. In addition, the growth of new,
mobile access channels has skewed popular demand away
the printed word towards the electronic one.
For many libraries and archives, digitisation of valuable but
fragile holdings is seen as an effective means of conserving
the originals while enhancing access. The inclusion of Optical
Character Recognition during the digitisation process
enhances as never before the opportunities for deep searches
of a variety of sources and the synthesis of the results of those
searches in seconds, rather than the weeks which would
previously have been necessary. These new access methods
will potentially transform the use made of library spaces
because humans, who remain gregarious creatures, are now
evolving new approaches to using physical space within their
research activities.
The challenge for libraries is, however, that electronic data
is proving no less fragile than physical documents, and in
some cases more so. While the life of a book can be measured
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in decades or even centuries, media carriers can fail within
10 years, and are liable to partial corruption even sooner.
In addition, the readers for many media become obsolete
over time, making it increasingly difficult to access the data
on a carrier even if it remains uncorrupted. The decision
by Sony announced last year to completely discontinue
the manufacture of floppy disks after almost 30 years is a
clear indication of this process. This is referred to as ‘media
obsolescence’ and can be mitigated by a regular programme
of media replacement.

“Amazon.com customers now purchase more Kindle
books than hardcover books. I predict we will surpass
paperback sales sometime in the next nine to 12
months. Sometime after that, we’ll surpass the
combination of paperback and hardcover.”
Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon.com, interviewed in USA
Today, 29 July 2010
What has been less easy to manage has been the problem
of ‘format obsolescence’, where the software which enables
access to the contents of computer files is discontinued or
becomes incompatible with ever-evolving operating systems.
Although a number of tools exist to allow digital objects
to be migrated from one format to another to maintain
accessibility, many of these do not lend themselves to the
automation necessary to make large-scale migration a
practical option.
The Planets Project, a four-year, €15m project cofunded by the European Commission under its Framework
6 Programme, brought together 16 national libraries,
national archives, research institutions and companies to
develop an integrated approach to address all aspects of
format obsolescence through a structured business risk

Photo: © Shaday365 | Dreamstime.com

Clive Billenness,
Planets Project
programme
manager (left)
and Bram van der
Werf, executive
director, the
Open Planets
Foundation
(right) introduce
the Planets Project which aims to tackle digital format
obsolescence

management approach.
Working from an initial identification and evaluation of
the preservation risks applicable to different heterogeneous
collections of digital material, Planets provides an integrated
set of tools to enable different preservation approaches
to be identified, tested and then implemented within an
Interoperability Framework. This is capable of being operated
standalone or integrated seamlessly with commercial third
party electronic document management systems and is
compliant with OAIS standards for archiving digital objects.
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overcoming digital format obsolescence
The Planets Software Suite includes:
• PLATO
A digital preservation planning tool which provides
a fully documented account of how the preservation
requirements of different collections are specified, collated
and then assessed against different possible preservation
approaches, including details of experiments with different
sample objects, taken either from the collection itself or
from a ‘corpora’ of test objects provided by the project
partners.
Once a preferred digital preservation approach has
been selected, Plato can provide an XML-based digital
preservation plan which can either be executed through
the Planets Interoperability Framework or exported for use
in an entirely different environment.
• The Planets Testbed
The Planets Testbed provides a controlled environment
in which to carry out repeatable scientific experiments
to determine the suitability of a given tool for particular
content or environment. Experiments can be performed
directly via a web interface, or can be initiated from
within the Plato programme as part of the evaluation of
preservation planning options
• The Planets Interoperability Framework and Preservation
Action Services
Planets did not try to create a set of new format migration
tools. A gap analysis by the project identified that tools
did exist which could
be used with all
commonly-occurring
file formats. Instead,
it has ‘wrapped’ these
tools to increase
the extent to which
they can be either
automated or
included in longer and
more complex scripts
where a ‘staged’
migration process can
take place, shifting
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objects through a number of formats using different tools
to achieve the required output
Like all other Planets components, these are accessed
from within the Planets Interoperability Framework which
provides a common interface to all parts of the Planets
Suite. By the creation of a ‘Planets Adaptor’, third party
packages can also access the Suite with the minimum
of coding. In this way, Planets tools can be integrated
transparently with other products.
Planets also contributed to developments by partners outside
the project:
• Emulation Services
An alternative to migrating a digital object to a new format
is to replicate the environment in which the object was
originally represented. Planets contributed to the research
in this area by development of the GRATE (Global Remote
Access To Emulation) tool – emulation services accessible
via the web from a central server.
• Software Independent Archiving of Relational Databases
(SIARD)
SIARD makes it possible to convert a database constructed
in a growing number of formats, including MS Access,
MS SQL and Oracle into the SIARD format. This stores the
contents in an XML format within a single file in 64-bit
.ZIP format. From this single file, the format of which has
been chosen for its longevity and accessibility using nonproprietary software, a snapshot of the entire contents can
be extracted and then viewed in tabular mode or uploaded
to a new database and either manipulated or consolidated
with other data sources.
Planets has also advanced the state of research in digital
preservation by its creation of the eXtensible Characterisation
Extraction Language (XCEL) and eXtensible Characterisation
Description Language (XCDL) which facilitate the process
of comparing two objects stored in different file formats to
determine if they would seem identical to the reader when
viewed.
During the final year of the Planets Project, a series of threeday training events were held around Europe to enable library

and archive managers to gain a better understanding of the
issues surrounding digital preservation and to enable digital
preservation specialists to gain hands-on experience using
the Planets tools.

Planets... addressing all aspects of format
obsolescence through a structured business risk
management approach
One permanent legacy of the project from these courses is
a series of audio-visual presentations based on the first day
of the Planets course, through which both managers and
specialists can gain a better understanding of the business
context and the technical issues addressed by the project.
These are accessible free-of-charge at www.planets-project.
eu/training-materials.
The great majority of the components of Planets are free
to download from its webspace on Sourceforge (http://
sourceforge.net/projects/planets-suite) and can be installed
on Windows or Linux servers by anyone with a reasonable
level of technical knowledge. Location-independent, Planets
tools can be located anywhere where they are accessible
via a local network or even the web. Opportunities exist for
third-party document management service providers to
incorporate the Planets Suite into their own tools or even to
offer it as a standalone subscription service.
There are also a great many other publications, reports
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overcoming digital format obsolescence
and case studies available for download from http://planetsproject.eu .
The work of the Planets Project did not end, however, with
the formal closure of the Project on 31 May 2010, but instead
handed it over to the Open Planets Foundation.

Open Planets Foundation
As part of its plan to sustain the project’s outputs, the Open
Planets Foundation (OPF) is a not-for-profit start-up company
inspired by and building on the pioneering work of the
EU-funded Planets Project. Planets successfully developed
best practices, prototype tools and demonstrators that were

validated by the sector as a solid basis for a solution that
addresses the long-term access challenge.
OPF will take these tools and practices further and mature
them into a comprehensive open source range of software
offerings. It will provide digital preservation best practice
guidance and tools that cover preservation planning,
costing models and digital object format identification and
characterisation.

major memory institutions will join the Open Planets
Foundation for digital preservation advice & services
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OPF will develop a digital
preservation services business that
can be used directly by a memory
institution, or integrated as part of
a solution provided by commercial
partners. It will operate a membership
model with operational income
coming from subscription fees. The
addressable market includes over
400 major memory institutions. We
estimate that an initial membership of
35 institutions is possible. In addition,
we expect to establish commercial,
affiliate, and personal memberships.
OPF will also derive revenue from
services such as training and
consultancy (without competing with
commercial members or partners), as
well as from project funding.

The digital preservation market
Several hundred organisations
around the world, mainly in the
public and cultural sector, include
digital preservation as part of their
mission and constitute OPF’s initial
target market. As requirements for
data security and long-term access is
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incorporated into regulation and legislation, the market will
grow with hundreds of major enterprises globally that need
processes, practices and tools to support their need
for compliance.
International organisations such as IFLA (International
Federation of Library Associations), with more than 1,700
members (geographical distribution shown below), and
the ICA (International Council of Archives), with over 1,200
institutional and 200 individual members, could benefit from
joining OPF.

Key industry sectors have a responsibility to keep
their records available for the long term. They include
pharmaceuticals, medicine and health care, aeronautics,
aerospace, defence, energy, finance and more. As legislators
come to fully understand the threat of long-term access to
records in these industries, they will provide the biggest
potential market for the full set of OPF practices and tools.
OPF tools complement existing industrial practices and
processes such as data lifecycle management and product
lifecycle management. Both existing business practices
can gain considerable cost benefits by making use of Open
Planets Foundation-based services.
If the OPF approach becomes common practice for the
memory sector and industry, it may also have consequences
for all record keepers, including individuals with digital
photos, videos and documents collected over a lifetime.
This potential market will need low entry commodity
services. Once matured, many of the OPF components could
support a consumer-oriented commodity product or service.
OPF will be positioned to provide a light-weight consumer
version of the professional OPF suite. Organisations that
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overcoming digital format obsolescence
are aware of the challenges of digital preservation, have a
preservation policy (or are developing one), and have an
intention to pursue a migration or emulation strategy are
likely candidates for OPF membership.
Thousands of organisations around the globe face the
challenge of digital preservation and long-term access.
Hundreds of them are immediately impacted, due to
their specific role in society (e.g. the IFLA, ICA and similar
communities). Once awareness extends beyond this sector
and compliance for data and product lifecycle management
becomes established in industry, the number of organisations
needing cost effective solutions will grow tremendously.
Currently, the market is served with a myriad of poorly
supported open source tools, commercial business solutions,
services from IT vendors or a combination. There is no existing
solution that offers a comprehensive practice and workflow
that covers the full process including:
• observing changes that impact long term access
• planning for action
• testing and validating consequences of actions
• executing a documented and managed plan

OPF products are designed based on requirements
that came directly from a consortium of major memory
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institutions. OPF member organisations will become part of
the community of thought leaders, active practitioners and
tool developers. OPF founding members proved during the
Planets project that the suite allows them to take tangible and
practical action. OPF will continue to make a difference by
means of developing and managing practical solutions that
will support its current and future members. It will provide
the stewardship that prevents its members from getting
locked into vendor proprietary solutions that are in conflict
with their business. Guidance and training on practices and
tools through online training and events will be available to
members. OPF training, events and consultancy are open to
all members, but non-members will be charged commercial
fees. The organisation and its members will continue
development of free, open and mature solutions and will
seek active participation and extension of its membership
community globally.

Free and open source software
OPF founders foresee that making tools available under
an open source licence where and when possible will
stimulate the adoption of the digital preservation practice;
this wide adoption will increase the sustainability due to
the size of the community of immediate stakeholders. The
Foundation will therefore play an active role in further
developing digital, preservation open source components
with continuous stewardship, requirement management,
architectural guidance, configuration management support
and development infrastructure support.

stimulating best practice in digital preservation

Membership and Software as a Service (Saas)

Looking forward

Through OPF membership, organisations have immediate
access to value-added products and services that are
essential for fulfilling their responsibility of safeguarding
digital content. The community of members will be
instrumental for defining the roadmap for future extensions
to the suite. OPF will work with technology partners and
enable them to develop web-services. These services will
be open, free and embeddable via API’s for OPF members
and can simultaneously be exploited via a SaaS model for
non-members.

Aside from working with its member institutions, the OPF
continues to act as the custodian of the public outputs of
the Planets Project and also runs occasional open events
for anyone with an interest in digital preservation tools and
services.
Details of all these, as well as how to become a member of
OPF can be found on our website.

Partnerships
Where complementary to OPF’s member needs, OPF will seek
partnerships with:
• technology partners/providers in order to assure availability
and competitiveness of these services
• universities to pursue research and curriculum
development that furthers the goals of members and to
promote the continuous development of prototype services.

www.openplanetsfoundation.org
http://planets-project.eu
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